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1. SAMMANFATTNING

I föreliggande notat sammanfattas resultat av projektarbete

under 1990 inom. delprojektet "Armering av obundna och bundna

lager i väg", som ingår i huvudprojektet "Förbättring av obundna

material".

Projektarbetet har genomförts på Vägverkets uppdrag och har

genomförts i form av olika aktiviteter ägnade att öka kun-

skaperna om material och metoder för armering av jord.

De i projektbladet beskrivna aktiviteterna och de uppnådda re-

sultaten redovisas i notatet.

2. SYFTE

Projektets syfte är att genom olika planerade aktiviteter möj-

liggöra kontinuerlig kunskapsuppbyggnad för VTI och Vägverket om

armering av jord med speciell inriktning på överbyggnader i väg.

3. AKTIVITETER 1990

De enligt projektbladet för 1990 planerade aktiviteterna är föl-

jande:

- Aktivering av referensgrupp om armering av jord

- Personliga kontakter inom och utom Sverige

- Samråd med SGI inom projektets ram

- Konsultarbete av SGI

- Deltagande (även skriftligt bidrag) vid konferens i Haag

28 maj-l juni 1990 om geotextilier mm

- Deltagande (även skriftligt bidrag) vid konferens i Glasgow

10 sept 1990 om armering av jord.



3.1 Aktivering av referensgrupp om.armering av jord.

I januari 1987 bildades en grupp för erfarenhetsutbyte med del-

tagare från SJgeotekniska sektion, Skanska, vägverket, SGI samt

VTI.

Den aktivering av referensgruppen som föreslagits i det nu aktu-

ella projektet har ännu inte skett men diskussioner kommer att

tas upp med vägverket om sammankallandet av referensgruppen och

om tidpunkt.

3.2 Personliga kontakter inom.och utom landet.

De nya personliga kontakter som erhållits inom ämnesområdet har

bestått främst i samtal med forskare vid konferenserna i Haag i

maj-juni och i Glasgow i september. I Glasgow erhölls bl a kon-

takt för vidare utbyte av resultat med franska forskare som.gör

undersökningar om armering i sand med korta fibrer.

3.3 Samråd.med SGI inom.projektets ram

Kontinuerligt har samtal förts med SGI (Leif Eriksson), bl a i

samband med planeringen av provsträckorna vid Backe i Jämtlands

län.

3.4 Kbnsultarbete av SGI

Under planeringen av prov på väg 331 har något speciellt kon-

sultarbete utom samtal ej utförts. Däremot har tidigare ett

mindre konsultarbete för provvägen Sunne 1988 utförts.



3.5 Deltagande (även skriftligt bidrag) vid konferens i Haag

(28 maj-1 juni 1990) om 'Geotextiles, Geomembranes and

Related.Products'.

Inför konferensen hade ett skriftligt bidrag författats (se bi-

laga 1). Bidraget blev antaget för presentation vid kongressen.

Presentationen skedde i en under kongressen pågående utställning

av "posters" dvs skärmar där resultaten kunde anslås och vid en

speciell poster-session presenteras och diskuteras med intresse-

rade kongress-deltagare.

För posterutställningen producerades av VTI en skärm i format

600x1200 mm med kortfattad information om undersökningarna på

provsträckorna vid Långviksmon byggda 1982. Samtidigt framställ-

des ett s k resursblad med samma information men i format.A4,

(se bilaga 2).

Inför kongressen gjordes också en undersökning på provsträckorna

vid Långviksmon för att erhålla kunskap omdet aktuella till-

ståndet för geotextildukarna i vägen. Därvid konstaterades ingen

ytterligare försämring i dukarnas tillstånd efter förra provtag-

ningen 1988. I varje fall inte så tydlig att man säkert kan på-

stå att de undergått ytterligare försämring. Kvarstår dock de

skador i form av hål och nötningsskador som framkom vid de två

tidigare provtagningarna efter 3 respektive 6 års trafikering

och som redovisats i VTI meddelande nr 597.

Dukprover uttogs på provsträckorna även i maj 1990.

Erfarenheter och iakttagelser vid provtagningarna tyder på att

det påfyllda materialet i bärlagret över duk under den första

tiden (något år) efter byggnadstidpunkten, trots packning har en

lösare lagring än vad som är fallet efter flera års trafikering.



Detta kan väntas vara särskilt framträdande när förstärknings-

arbetena utförs vintertid (vilket är vanligt då packning inte är

möjlig). Man kan då vänta sig stark nötning under de första åren

på grund av rörelser i materialet i samband med efterpackning.

Vid kongressen i Haag presenterades vid flera parallella ses-

sioner ett stort antal bidrag inom.skilda områden av den forsk-

ning som berör geotextiliers användning i bl a vägar och järn-

vägar. Ett relativt stort antal undersökningar berörde just ska-

dor av olika slag på geotextildukar främst i samband med utlägg-

ning. Sådana undersökningar var gjordaexempelvis av George och

Robert Koerner vid Drexel University, Philadelphia, USA [6].

Målsättningen med deras undersökning var att ta fram en säker-

hetsfaktor för anläggningsskador på geotextiler och geogrids.

Andra undersökningar om skador och då inte minst nötningsskador

presenterades av forskare enligt litteraturförteckningen och

betecknade [2]-[ll]. Det relativt stora antalet rapporter om

nötningsskador och hänsyn till dessa vid inbyggnad av geotextil

och geogrids visar den uppmärksamhet man fäster på detta.

Bland de många bidragen till Session "Roads and railroads" var

ett av de intressantaste ett bidrag av Houlsby & Jewell från

Oxford-universitetet med titeln "Design of reinforced unpaved

roads for small rut depths". [12].

Författarna presenterar en dimensioneringsmetod baserad på syn-

sättet (conceptet) att den viktigaste funktionen hos armeringen

(geotextil, geogrid etc.) är att uppta skärspänningar vilka i

annat fall appliceras på den svaga ler-undergrunden.

Ett viktigt kännemärke för den nya analysen anges vara en änd-

ring i den roll som armeringen uppfattas ha. I tidigare dimen-

sioneringsmetoder har huvudvikten lagts på rollen hos armeringen



(the reinforcement) som en böjd spänd membran (curved tensioned

membrane) (författarna förefaller i första hand mena geotextili-

er men nämner också geonät) och för att uppnå detta är det nöd-

vändigt att fast förankra armeringen utanför den belastade ytan.

Detta har enligt författarnas åsikt resulterat i onödigt kompli-

cerade sido-anordningar för att uppnå denna förankring. I den

nya metoden är ingen sådan förankring nödvändig.

Den huvudsakliga rollen hos armeringen är nu som bärare (upp-

tagare) av skärspänningar (outward shear stresses) vilka i annat

fall skulle fortplantas till undergrunden. Dessa skärspänningar

bringar automatiskt armeringen in i ett tillstånd av spänning

och skrovlighet hos armeringen blir den viktiga frågan istället

för förankring.

Författarna betvivlar inte att den spända membrane-funktionen

hos armeringen uppstår vid stor spårdjup men de anser den vara

oviktig i de flesta dimensioneringsfall. Vägplanerare vill som

regel att deras vägar ska fungera väl med.små spårdjup.

De förutvarande metoderna för dimensionering är endast applicer-

bara till fall av spårbunden (channelled) trafik för vilken spår

kunde tillåtas utvecklas och var inte avsedda för hårdgjorda

ytor över vilka trafiken kunde förflyttas fritt.

Nya dimensioneringsdiagram redovisas med vilka erforderlig

tjocklek på den obundna materialpåfyllnaden kan bestämmas för ej

armerad respektive armerad obelagd väg. Diagrammen visar att för

en viss given kombination av parametrar en betydande besparing i

fyllnadstjocklek (eller alternativt förbättring i bärighet) kan

erhållas genom användning av armering. Det finns andra fall där

armering kan vara av liten eller ingen nytta.

Användningen av en universalfaktor för att beskriva förbätt-

ringen i bärighet beroende på användning av armering som före-



slagits av en del författare förkastas av Houlsby och Jewell.

Den erforderliga armeringskraften kan också beräknas ur dimen-

sioneringsdiagrammen och om. kraften ska utvecklas vid litet

spårdjup så erfordras en hög armeringsstyvhet.

Även J.B. Sellmeijer från Delft Geotechnics ansluter i sitt

bidrag Design of geotextile reinforced paved roads and parking

areas" [13] till väsentlig del till synsättet med friction

mellan material och geotextil.

En sammanfattning för kongressen av R.A. Jewell (University of

Oxford) utgör ett slags "State of Art" över "Strength and Defor-

mation in Reinforced Soil Design". [14] Då den eventuellt inte

kan refereras till i kongressmaterialet bifogas den här i sin

helhet i bilaga 4.

3.6 Deltagande (även skriftligt bidrag) vid konferens i

Glasgow, 10 september 1990, om.armering av jord

Till konferensen hade ett skriftligt bidrag författats. Bidraget

(bilaga 3) behandlade provet med fiberarmerad sand vid Sunne (se

VTI meddelande nr 587) 1988. Bidraget antogs och publicerades

som Technical Note. Vid varje session presenterades en samman-

fattning av bidragen av en general reporter.

Provet med fiberarmerad sand tilldrog sig ett visst speciellt

intresse och gav som tidigare nämnts tillfälle till kommande

erfarenhetsutbyte med franska forskare som arbetar med liknande

försök.

Konferensen behandlade under totalt fem sessioner (tre dagar)

ett stort antal insända bidrag rörande olika sidor om armerad

jord. De flesta behandlade dock armering i jordvallar och branta

slänter.



Bland modellförsök som behandlade armeringsmekanismer mera

generellt kan nämnas [15] av Mc Gown, Yeo och Yogarejak. De på-

visar existensen av ensammankopplingsmekanism (interlocking

mechanism) som.anges inte tidigare ha påvisats. Den kan byggas

upp under packningsprocessen eller genom andra upprepade belast-

ningar när jordpartiklarna stängs in i öppningarna i ett geonät

under belastningsstadiet och förhindrar full återgång av töj-

spänningarna under avlastningsskedet. De kallar mekanismen för

dynamisk interlocking (Dynamic Interlock).

Den dynamiska interlockingmekanismen sägs ha väsentlig betydelse

för förståelsen av den verksamma mekanismen av geonät-produkter

i jordkonstruktioner (soil structures). Den skapar aktivt jord-

tryck (soil confining stresses) som ett resultat av pack-

ningsprocessen, vilket förstärker den armerade jordkonstruk-

tionen. Den skapar också spänningar och belastningar i geonätet

som inte direkt är relaterade till utifrån påförda laster.

Davies och Bridle [16] redovisade en teoretisk modell för be-

räkning av storlek och hastighet i utvecklingen av permanent

deformation i armerade obundna överbyggnader.

Smith och Worrall [17] redovisade i sitt bidrag delar av projekt

som konstruerats i sammanhang med olika tekniker för grundför-

bättring och kommenterade deras relativa fördelar.

Yen Zong-Ze [18] hade gjort teoretiska beräkningar med elasto-

plastisk finita element metod för att jämföra en verklig armerad

bankfyllnad och en tänkt oarmerad bank. Jämförelsen visade att

armering i en jordbank minskar massförflyttning, porvattentryck

och tryckspänningsnivå, samt ökar säkerhetsfaktorn för bank-

slänterna.

Jacek Alenowicz och Engemiusz Dembicki [19] redovisade i en

technical note serier av jämförande tester på två-lagers model-

ler av temporära vägkonstruktioner, dels oarmerade, dels arme-



rade med ett eller två geotextile-lager. De fann att geotexti-

lierna ändrade brottmekanismen i armerade system. och gav posi-

tiva förändringar i bärigheten hos testade modeller.

Svabe, Babic och Pacovski [20] redovisade försökssträckor kon-

struerade för att verifiera verkningssättet av geonät genom

kontrollmätningar. Som resultat angav de att geonäten visade

tydlig uppgraderingseffekt på lågbäriga jordar och vad som an-

gavs som särskilt viktigt - de erfordrar inte någon stor lager-

tjocklek av krossat stenmaterial. Denna effekt var särskilt ut-

talad under byggnadstiden och tiden närmast därefter. Den prova-

de lagertjockleken var 150 mm.

Jones, Dawson och Lee [21] hade utfört fullskaleförsök på arme-

rade ler- och armerade sand/grus-underbyggnader för husbyggna-

der. Den förra typen hade gett dåligt resultat och presentation-

en var koncentrerad på de granulära materialen på undergrund av

lös lera där ofta pálning används.
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Abrasion damage to geotexti]es used in grava] road pavemcnts on frost-damang roads in Sweden

Einar Lindh
Swedish Road andTrcyfiic Research Institute, Linköping, Sweden

ABSTRACT: In Sweden, eSpecia]]y in certain areas of the north, geotexti]es are used as separating ]ayers
between materiais when strengthening frost-damaged roads. .

For severa] reasons, strengthening is often ]imited to app]ying a re]ative]y thin (150-300 mm) ]ayer of
grave] or crushed moraine. To avoid si]t penetrating this ]ayer a geotexti]e is ]aid on the existing road
before the new materia] is app]ied.

Subsequent excavation of these geotexti]es after one or two years has revea]ed considerab]e abraSion
damage in some cases, particu]ar]y beneath whee] ruts. T0 investigate possib]e variations in abraSion
resistance between different geotexti]es, a test was carried out in 1982 on a road in the county of Vaster-
norr]and using 11 different geotexti]es. Samp]es have been taken on two occasions, 1985 and 1988.

The fie]d studies show that on the test stretches With a thickness of 250 mm of covering materia] most
of the geotexti]es tested, which had been in the road for 6 years, were intact apart from sma]] ho]es.
These were considered to present no risk to the ]ayer separating function of the geotexti]es.

However, some of the samp]es showed obvious abrasion damage with threadbare materia] especia]]y around
the ho]es. Some geotexti]es had a ragged surface ]ayer owing to separation of the ]ayers probab]y caused
by freezing of water in the geotexti]e.

The investigation thus revea]ed certain differences in durabi]ity. 2
The resu]ts a]so show that geotexti]es with a weight of at ]east 130-150 g/m are required in order to

Withstand the mechanica] stresses from traffic ]oads in conjunction with moisture and movements in the
materia] during freezing and thaWing.

KEYNORDS: Abrasion damage, fabrics, fie]d triaT.

1. INTRODUCTIQN To study whether the geotexti]es are exposed
+ to abrasion damage a]so when the covering ]ayer

Samp]es taken from geotexti]es used for separating
]ayers in. road construction in Sweden have in
severa] cases shown severe abrasion damage,
see Fig. 1 and 2. These are geotexti]es that
have been used in strengthening frost-damaged
grave] roads, where a significant feature has been
the thinness of the ]ayer of covering inateria]
(samp]es indicate that these were as thin as
100-150 mm).

 

Figures 1 and 2.

of grave] is thicker, an investigation was per-
formed during 1982 on road 1068 in VasternorrTand
county in northern Sweden.

A]so tnis road has a grave] wearing course and
was strengthened in 1982 With 200 mm of crushed
moraine materia] and a grave] wearing course
50 mm thiCK. The strengthening was app]ied on the
existing road surface, which was first covered
with a geotexti]e to prevent si]ty materia] from
penetrating upwards into the new roadbase during
the Spring thaw.

2. TEST STRETCHES

A tota] of 23 test stretches were constructed. On
these, 11 different geotexti]es are being tested.
The objective is to determine differences in abra-

S]On resistance and inf]uence by c]imate. Samp-
]ing and assessment of damage has been performed
on two occaSions, 1985 and 1988.

The types of geotexti]e used in the test are
shown in Tab]e 1. Most of the geotexti]es are in-
c]uded on at ]east two test stretches.

Tab]e 1. Types of geotexti]es used in the test.

  

Des- Geotex- Materia] Binding Weight
i na- ti]
t on

1A Non- Po]yester Need]e pun- 150 g
woven ched feit

IB _II_ _II_ _II_ _II_ g

1C - - Poiypro- - - - - 150 g
py]ene

2A - - Po]ypro- Need]e punch- 140 g
py]ene 95- ing+therma]
98%+Po]y- treatment
ester 5-2%
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Des- Geotex- MateriaT Binding Weight
igna- tiTe
tion

28 Non- PoTyprOpy- NeedTe pun- 170 g
woven Tene95-98% ching+therma1

+ Poiyes- treatment
ter 5-2%

20 -"- PoiyprOpy- Thermai bind- 136 g
Tene ing

20 -"- PoiyprOpy- Thermal bind- 140 g
Tene 70% ing
PoTyethy-
Tene 30%

3A Woven Poiypropy- Weaving 130 g
Tene

3B -"- Poiyamide -"- 90 g
3C _u_ _u_ _n_ g

30 -"- Poiyester -"- 205 9

The road structure after strengthening is shown
in Figure 1.

ATT test stretches have a Tength of 10 m and
each geotextiTe is being tested on at Teast two
test stretches.

   

 

_° 33:10;ng ;rigga 50mm WEARING COURSE OF GRAVEL
2 431,5* ' 4 3 .A 'Äffj - .3 V, 200mm BASECOURSE 0F CRUSHED
.qa A' 1 b . qi- .b-,bxå - MORAINE MATERIAL

. A ,- p; Az^ 'A ; .bép/-GEOTEXTILE
0-- r ; o.' ;;o 'b'Aa-;i--GRAvEL SURFACE ON THE
.-o. '.-. *0 ;o- . 5:' EXISTlNG FROST DAMAGED R_0AD

Figure 3. Longitudinai section after strengthening.

3. SAMPLE EXTRACTION

Sampies have been extracted from the geotextiies
in the road on two occasions, 1985 and 1988. On
both occasions, sampies measuring approximateiy
500 x 500 mm have been carefuTTy exposed and cut
from the geotextiTes. Each sampTe was photographed.

4. RESULTS

The sampies showed that the geotextiies had
throughout been punctured by stones. These hoTes
have partTy occurred when Taying and compacting
the graveT, but have also increased in number due
to traffic Toads. In many cases the geotextiie has
worn thin around the hoTes, which indicates that
abrasion had aTso occurred at the same time as the
hoTe.

Aiso surfaces with thinning of the geotextiie
but without actuai hoies were found in some of the
geotextiTes.

In a coupie of the geotextiies, the materiaT had
separated through a ragged and threadbare surface
Tayer being formed. POSSibTy this may have been
due to water in the geotextiie, freezing and
thereby expioding the fibres. This was especiaTTy
evident in a sampTe of geotextiie 20, where the
materia] was Tayered. However, a ragged and thread-
bare surface Tayer aTso occurred in geotextiies
of types 1A and 18.

632

In many cases, an accumuTation of fine materia]
was observed beneath the geotextiTe, on the bottom
surface of the geotextiie and within the geotex-
tiTe. This indicates tranSport of fine materia]
from Tower Tayers containing fine siTty materiai.

The description of the observations made in con-
nection with excavation of the various geotextiies
shows that they weregeneraTTy effective as a se-
parating iayer. Howeveê, in the case of the Tight-
est geotextiie, 90 g/m , the investigation shows
that this does not stand up to the stress resuT-
ting from paving or from traffic Toading.

A detaiied description of the condition of the
geotextiTes is shown in TabTe 2, where the obser-
vations on each geotextiie are Tisted.

TabTe 2. Description of geotextiie sampies taken
from the road after 3 years' and 6 years' traffic
Toading respectiveiy.

Type of Number of Damage
geotextiTe years with

traffic

1A and IB
Non-woven 3 years -A few smaTT hoTes
PoTyester (diam. 1-5 mm) beiieved

to be caused by abra-
sion.

Needie punched 6 years -The sampies taken af-
feTt ter 6 years showed an
Weight 150 g increased number of

smaTT hoies and a coup-
Te of Targer hoies
(diam. about 15 mm).
Surface somewhat ragged
in one sampie.

10
Non-woven 3 years -Sampies undamaged.
Poiypropyiene 6 years -A Targe number of
NeedTe punched
feTt
Weight 150 g/m2

2A + 28
Non-woven
Poiypropyiene
95-98%+Poiy-
ester 5-2%
NeedTe punch-
ing + thermai
treatment.

Weight å40 and
170 g/m res-
pectiveTy

20
Non-woven

PoTypropyTene
100%
Thermai bindin
Weight 136 g/m

20

Non-woven

PoTyprOpyTene
70%

PoiyethyTene
30%

Weight 140 g/m2

3 years
6 years

3 years

6 years

3 years

6 years

smaTT hoies. Abrasion
damage aiso present
where the geotextiTe
had become thinner.

-SampTes undamaged.
-Severai smaTT hoTes
(diam. 1-5 mm) and some
abrasion in one sampie.

-No hoTes, but abra-

sion beginning.

-A coupTe of hoTes, as
weii as areas where ab-
rasion had made the

geotextiTe thinner.

-Severai smaTT hoTes
and beginning abrasion.

-Abrasion damage with
hoies. Surface Tayer
ragged and threadbare,
with ioosening of fib-
res. One strip (imme-
diateTy beneath the
wheeT tracks) was more .zy
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Sid 3 (3)

Type of' Number of* Damage
geotextiie years with

traffic

abraded, with Targe
hoTes (diam. about
50 mm) and thinning
due to abrasion.

3A
Woven 3 years -A few smaTT hoTes and
PoTyprOpyTene beginning abrasion on

2 the surface.
Weight 130 g/m 6 years -Increased number of

smaTT hoies and abra-
sion damage on the
surface.

38 + 3C
Woven 3 years -The Tighter geotextiie
PoTyamide (90 g/m ) showed abra-

2 sion damage (hoTes) and
Weight 90 gám was brittTe, breaking
and 136 g/m up when handTed. The
respectiveTy heavier geotextiie

(136 g/m ) was undama-
ged, except for a coup-
Te of hoTes.

6 years -The Tighter geotextiTe
(90 g/m ) was severeTy
damaged. About 50% of
the surface was abraded.
About ten hoTes with
diam. 10-30 mm._The hea-
vieâ geotextiie (136
g/m ) had a Targe abra-
sion hoTe (diam. about
50 mm) and a few smaT-
Ter hoTes (diam. about
10 mm) Surface abrasion.

30 . T
Woven :T 3 years -The geotextiTe was un-
PoTyester damaged.
Weight 205 6 years -A Targe number of
g/m smaTT and mediumsized

hoTes, about 20 mm Tong,
in the form of tears
with thinning of the
geotextiTe around the
hoTes.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The resuits indicate that in the case of use of
geotextiTes as a separating Tayer when strenthe-
ning on frost demaged graveT roads with a fiT] as
thin as 200-250 mm the geotextåie shoqu have a
weight of at Teast 130-150 g/m to withstand mecha-
nica] stresses from Taying the fiTT and from traf-
fic abrasion. In the Tong term, 15-20 years, a
somewhat higher weight of geotextiie is probabTy
required for successfuT performance.
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Sand reinforced with piastic fibres. A fier experiment.

Einar Lindh Research Engineer

Swedish road and Traffic
Research Institute

Leif Eriksson Research Engineer
Swedish Geotechnicai Institute
LinkOping, Sweden

On two test stretches (20 m and 10 m respectiveiy) forming part of a test on a totaT of 13 stret-
ches, a piTot experiment has been performed in 1988 by incorporating a 100 mm Tayer of sand in
the pavement mixed with short (48 mm) piastic fibres. The pr0portion of pTastic fibres is 0.5 and
0.25 % by weight of the sand.

The effect of the plastic fibres on the stabiiity of the sand after compaction is conSidered to
be surpriSingiy good and further tests are judged weTT worthwhiie.

A probTem with the fibre-reinforced sand proved to be reshaping and TeveTTing. It was imp055ib1e
to use a grader Since the materia] formed an interwoven mat (became matted). However, this probiem
can probabiy be overcome by deveTOping the method.

The test stretches are part of a reinforcing programme for the existing gravei road where a
100 mm roadbase has been appTied on the sand Tayer foTTowed by a thin surface dressing.
After about 2 years' use by traffic, the test stretches have performed weTT, with no rutting of

the road surface so far.

INTRODUCTION
Sand is a construction materiaT with prOper-

ties that normaTTy prevent it from being used
as a substitute for gravei in buiiding roads.

Since sand and sandy graveis cannot be used
at high Teveis in the road pavement, a surpius
of sand arises. Besides, improvement of sandy
graveis throughseparation of the sand means
that the Tatter is obtained as a residuaT mate-
riaT and has to be stored. Often, no acceptabie
uses have been found for this sand.

In order to utiTize sand as a construction
materiai on a Targer scaTe, a research project
is in progress to study whether sand can be
used at higher Teveis in road pavements than at
present. The proaect is being carried out by
the Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute
(VTI) in consuitation with the Swedish Geotech-
nicai Institute (SGI) and at the request of the
Swedish Nationai Road Administration.

Various methods of stabiTizing sand, prinCip-
aTTy with cement and bitumen, have aTready been
tried, and baSTC knowiedge of the advantages
and disadvantages of these methods has thus
been achired. The new project aims at testing
in a compieteiy unbiased manner whether there
are other ways of improving the possibiiities
of uSing sand in the road pavement. One method
that has been studied is to reinforce the sand
with short fibres that are mixed with the sand
during the mix-in-piant process.

Near Sunne, some 300 km west of Stockhoim,
strengthening measures were introduced during
autumn 1988 on a Tightiy used road (881). Dif-
ferent methods of reinforcing or stabiTizing
sand as part of the new roadbase were appTied
on 13 test stretches each about 20 m Tong. On
two of these test stretches the sand was rein-
forced by means of 48 mm Tong pTastic fibres.

LABORATORY TESTS
The grading curve of the sand is shown in

Fig. 1. The uniformity coefficient C is ap-
proximateiy 3.5. U

 

0,014 S0 H J 07:! IS

Figure 1. Sand-grading curve. CU = 3.5.

CBR tests in the Taboratory showed that samp-
Tes of wet sand reinforced With short piastic
fibres did not offer a CBR vaTue Significantiy
higher than sampTes of sand aione at a deforma- a
tion of 2.54 mm. However, sampies containing J
fibres showed a continuousTy riSing curve in
the stress/deformation diagram, unTike sand
without a fibre mix which showed ciear frac-
tures (see Fig. 2).
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Figure 2. CBR test on wet sand with and without
fibres. Water content 8-10%.

The piastic fibres used were 48 mm fibres of
poTyprOpyTene.

FULL SCALE TEST

Mixing sand and piastic fibrés (48 mm).
Sand, water and piastic fibres were mixed in a

concrete miXing piant of the drum mixer type.
There were doubts as to whether this type of
mixer wouid prove suffiCientiy effective or
whether a pugmiii mixer wouid be required. How-
ever, a fuiiy satisfactory mix was obtained
With the drum mixer.

Two contents of fibres were tested, 0.25 and
0.5 % by weight (dry weight of sand).

 

DeSign of the test stretches
Two test stretches were constructed, one 40 m

Tong with 0.5 % by weight of fibres and the
other 20 m Tong with.0.25 % by weight of fibres.
The Tayer thickness was 100 mm and the Tayer
was appTied directTy on the oid road surface.
A 100 mm iayer of basecourse gravei was appiied
on the sand Tayer, foTTowed by a surface dres-
Sing. Prior to appiying the sand, the grading
curve of the materia] in the surface Tayer of
the on road was improved bymixing in macadam.
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Figure 3. Test stretches Nos 6 and 10. Longitu-
dinaT section.

Transport, shaping and compaction
The mixed materiai was transported by iorry

to the test stretch and tipped onto the road.
Spreading and rough TeveTTing were performed
with a grader. However, it was found that nor-
mai shaping couid not be performed on the mate-
riaT as it became matted, together and adhered
to the shaper in Tumps see Fig. 4. The finaT
shaping of the surface therefore had to be per-
formed with hand tooTs. However, it shoqu be

 

possibie to improve the technique for shaping
the materiaT with a grader by means of su1tab1e
suppiementary toois. Compaction was performed
with a tractor-puiied 4-ton vibrating roTTer
with a static Tinear Toad of 27 N/mm,

I i : 1 .7 a. .......l I.' .

_ a= .H. - *mmwamrr, . .,_ '- .sáäaaähw"-._. 'fx-...h .-H

'.ö .gm
: 2.-

. .
.m . u :.4'"

. - i .

Figure 4. Tests on shaping the Tayer thickness
of the fibre reinforced sand with a
grader.

After compaction, the new mix had conSiderab-

Ty better stabiiity than iayers of packed sand
and showed no rutting of the surface from traf-
fic directiy on the sand Tayer. (See Fig. 5-7).

 

   

 

   

 

 

Figure 6. Test stretch No 6 stabiiized with
short piastic fibres. After compac-
tion.
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Figure 7. Test stretch No 6 with pTastic fibres.

ResuTts
Iñe resuits of the test were assessed by com-

parisons between rutting of the road Surface
on the test stretches and on the controT stret-
ches. "

During 1989 no evident rutting has been ob-
served, either on the test stretches or on the
controi stretches.

Measurement by faTTing weight defTectometer
was performed on the test stretches. However,
the results show no difference in the stiffness
of the Tayer on stretches with and without
reinforcement.

The test stretches Wii] be examined for a

further three years. It is assumed that the ex-
pected differences between the various test
stretches wii] be reveaied within that time.

ConcTUSions
Reinforcement With sand containing short fib-

res is a very interestingmethod of creating
cohesion in a non-coheSive soii materiai. The
sand absorbs tenSiTe strains and can therefore
improve resistance to permanent deformation of
the sand Tayer through settiement of the mate-
riai when Toaded. The method has been tested in
the iaboratory, (7) and (8), and has produced
an improvement in strength. The experiment on
Road 881 at Sunne indicates that the method
aTso works on a Targe scaie. Since it was easy
to mix the fibres in a concrete mixer, this
part of the process was troubTe-free. On the
other hand, probTems were encountered when Tay-

ing the fibre-reinforced sand on road as the
materiai was difficuTt to TeveT WTth a grader.
Efficient compaction was achieved and the
finished surface demonstrated satisfactory
strength, in contrast to unstabiiized sand.
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STRENGTH AND DEFORMATION IN
REINFORCED SOIL DESIGN

FLA. Jewell
Unlversity of Oxford

1 Introduction

Two distinct stages can be identified in the recent

history ofreinforced soil. Initially, walls built from
metallic strips, granular fill and facing panels
demonstrated the economic and technical benefits of
reinforced soil, showed that it worked well in practice, and

atuacted wide commercial and academic interest in the
technique. The interest, coupled with developments in

modem polymer materials, then led to the diverse range of

reinforcements and applications for reinforced soil we see

today. A record of this history can be found in Schlosser

et al (1985), Giroud (1986), Schlosser and Delage (1987),

McGown et al (1989) and others.

The present paper addresses the underlying concepts and
methods for the analysis of reinforced soil in an effort (1)

to improve understanding and (2) to establish links

between the very different reinforcement materials and
applications which have beendeveloped These links are

important if confusion is to be avoided, stemming from_

        

The overall aim for reinforced soil must be to establish

rational principles so that the testing of materials, the

selection of material preperties and the choice of safety

allowances can be placed within a single framework. This
is incrt'-asingly important given the pressures for

international harmonisation.

As emplrasised in conference papers
*har* *2431:*_

isi Ö 5 §
geotextiles, geomenibranes and related products.
Sufficient time has elapsed to allow an impressive body of

data on material properties and reinforoed soil behaviour

to be collected and published with which to establish

principles.

 

      

 

2 Equilibrium and strain compatibility

2.1 Equilibrium

Some basic concepts can be introduced through a
Classical problem. Consider the magnitude and
distribution of horizontal force required to maintain
equilibrium behind a vertical face of uniform frictional soil

with gure 1.

Potential failure surfaces through the soil can be examined; f

 

to A plane wedgáurface, f i "

Coulomb (1773), tums out to be the most critical potential
failure surface in this case, and a wedge at an angle

(2 = 45°+ (lf/2 requires the greatest force P3 for

equilibrium, line OHF in Figure 10. The most critical
logarithmic spiral and Circular mechanisms reduce to this
same planar surface, as discussed later.

Similar wedges AE and BD require forces P2 and Pl for

equilibrium. This similarity means that equilibrium om all

similar wedge surfaces is satisñed most efñciently by a

provision of horizontal stress increasing linearly with

depth, Figure 1a. The foree P1, the sum of the required

horizontal stress above point B, is needed to maintain
equilibrium not only on the wedge BD as shown, but also,

as a component of the forces P2 and P3, on the surfaces GE

and HF respectively, Figure lc.

An alternative analysis is to demonstrate satisfactory stress
equilibrium everywhere in the soil, Rankine (1857). At

point G in Figure 2, for example, a horizontal stress

cr',./o'v = K would provide the required equilibrium as

shown on the Mohr Circle. The magnitude K, the ratio
between the stresses, depends on the mobilised soil
shearing resistance.

Happily, the planes on which the maximum shearing

resistance is mobilised, planes GE and GC in Figure 2, are
the same planes found previously by the examination of
critical potential failure surfaces."=l=él. 9
analyses *isidenticai
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There is no need to consider the equilibrium to the right of
the plane OF if equilibrium is provided by extemally
applied stresses on OABC, such as by a retaining wall.
However. where reinforcement layers are used to provide
the required forces it is necessary to ensure that these
forces can be transrnitted back into the soil to the right of
OHF while maintaining adequate overall stability,
Section 6.

2.2 Compatibllity

'Ihe analysis offorce or stress equilibrium makes no
reference to deformation. A design calculation for stability
simply uses a safe allowableforcc for the reinforeement
and a safe design angle offrica'on for the soil, and irnplies
an equilibrium mobilising these resistances equally.

 

A ' i 'l'tlt'fidependr*0nwe-
'Ihe consequence of this can be illustrated by

determining the variation of mobilised soil shearing
resistance The required
force for equilibrium in the soil and the available force
from the reinforcement it contains can then be compared

4 plotting both against
Strain in the direction of the reinforcement,

    
the tensile
Figure 3.

'Ihe properties of the two components,,ggranular.zsoil*

(Section3)i (Section 4). are
now examined_ to determine met-,appropriate design, values
for * " ' and the properties for the analysis of

'mation'runder working conditions using the
equilibrium determined in Figure 3, (Section 5).

  

3 Properties of granular soil

The mechanical behaviour of unreirtforced soil has to be
understood before an examination of reinforced soil can be
attempted. Granularfills, namer silts, sands and gravel,
which are wider used for steep reinforced slopes and
walls, are the main focus in this paper. Soft clays are only
briefly discussed in later sections on reinforced
embankments and unpaved roads constructed on soft
foundations.

Given the broad scope of the paper, only a simpliñed
description of essential features of the behaviour of
granular soil has been given. The detailed review papers
on soil behaviom' by Ladd et al (1977) and Wroth and
Houlsby (1985) provide the evidence for the behaviour
and the theoretical models described. For completeness,

and to reduce the number of equations in the text, terms

.tiishearing resistance and the

Strength and Dcformation in Rcinforced Soil

and equations used to describe the stress-Strain behaviour
of granular soil are summarised in Appendices 1 and 2.

'Ihe prime notation is used throughout to denote effective
stresses.

3.1 Stress and shearing resistance

Soil is a frictional material with a shearing resistance

which depends on effective stresses. An element of soil
will remain in static equilibrium if the mobilised shearing
resistance remains below the available peak shearing
resistance.

Mohr's circle of stress illusuates equilibrium in _an element
of soil, Figure 4, with a mobilised angle of friction e'_ less

than the peak angle of friction (bg.

'Ihe mobilised shearing resistance is described by the ratio
of the shear stress to the normal effective stress on the
plane of maximum stress obliquity (the plane on which

this ratio is a maximum) 'IP/oj, = tan ej.. It may also be

expressed in terms of the principal stresses

(3,1 ' 0,3)

(dl + ds)

1
'7:

S
= sin o'_ . . .(1)

where t = (o'1 -o',)l2 is the maximum shear stress and

s' = (0"l +o ,)/2 is the mean effective stress in the soil,

Figure 4.

'Ihe factor of safety in the soil FS, is conventiona'lly

defined as the ratio of the peak to the maximum mobilised
shearing resistances

m I

FS 4,råa-567;

3.2 Limiting angles of friction

Two lesser angles of friction are important for
reinforced soil.

'Ihe critical state angle of friction e'a can always be

mobilised, even at very large strain (Schoñeld and Wroth,

1968). A range 35° 2 o'a 2 30° is found for typical

granular soils (predominantly quartz or Silica), although
values up to 40° are possible, Bolton (1986).

Tensile strain in soil, or the prevention of tensile Strain by
stiff reinforcement, is the mechanism which causes

reinforcement forces to be generated. When the mobilised

angle of friction is less than the at rest value eg, strains in

3.1. Stress and shearing textsumce
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soil are wholly compressive (ie no net tensile Strain). A

range 30° 2 e', 2 20° is typical for granular soil, Section

3.2.1.

A typical combination of angles of shearing resistance
relevant to the plane strain loading of a good quality

compacted granular till would be (V, = 45°, o', = 32° and

40', = 29°. These values, the peak, critical state, and at rest

angles of friction, distinguish three regions of mobilised
shearing resistance for soil in terms of the rate of
development of tensile strain with shear, Figure 5 and
Table 1.

This suggests that in reinforced granular till the mobilised

shearing resistance should never be less than eg.
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3.2.1 The magnitude of o',

Relevant data for granular soil under the at rest
conditions of zero net lateral Strain have been collated by
Ladd et al (1977) and Mayne and Kulhawy (1982). The
data ñt with Jaky's simpliñed equation (Wroth, 1972),

K, =1-sin<b',c ...(3)

which gives the coefñcient of earth pressure at rest K, as a

function of the peak angle of friction e', measured in

triaxial compression. The corresponding at rest angle of

friction e', may be deduced from the geometry of Mohr's

1 -K,

circleofstress,

I __ - -1

(pr-sm (1+K,]

'Ihe data from Ladd et al (1977) is shown in Figure 6.

Although there is less data for the more frictional soils, the

trend indicates that a minimum cut-off (Ka)min = 0.35 might

apply, as shown in Figure 6 with :0.05 uncertainty
bounds.

 

...(4)

The reason for such a cut-off is that a combination

03'_ = o', 2 o'c, is fundamentally incompatible. A

mobilised angle of friction e'_ > 4)'0 irnplies dilatant

behaviour (Section 3.3.1) which is incompatible with an at
rest boundary condition. Indeed, to meet the boundary
condition of no net lateral strain during compressive

loading it is necessary for e'_ = e', < o', once the elastic

and theplastic components of lateral Strain are considered.

The suggested cut-off (K,)min= 0.35 corresponds with

40', = 29°, just less than the expected minimum critical

state angle of friction for granular soil o'a = 30°.

3.2.2 The magnitude of c',

Bolton (1986) has recently developed a practical
method f0r determining the peak shearing resistance of
granular soil which takes account of soil density and mean
stress, albeit in terms of an empirical relative density index

I., defined as

1,=ID(10-1ns')-1 ...(5)

[D = (em-cyan, -edg is the conventional definition of

relative density, and the mean effective stress s' (assumed
equal to p') applies for plane :train loading.

The range of the empirical correlation is limited to

4 21, 2 0. A practical cut-off to 1, at s'= 150 kN/m2 for all

cases where 5' S 150 lcN/m2 is also recommended, Bolton
(1986 and 1987).

The latter restriction applies to steep reinfcrced slopes and
walls up to at least 10m high, and allows equation (5) to be
Simplified for these routine applications

I,=SID-1 ...(6)

Note that the correlations in equations (5) and (6) were

developed for granular soils with relatively hard grains
(quartz and silica). The constant 10 in equation (5) can

reduce somewhat for materials such as chalk and
limestone, Bolton (1986).

The peak angle of friction e', depends directly on the

relative density index 1,. The correlations are

e', = o'a + 51: ...(7)

for plane Strain, and

0; = 4;; + 31, ...(8)

for triaxial compression.

3.2 Lam''ting angle: of fricuon
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The multipliers 5 and 3 which apply above the critical
state angle of friction represent the well established
difference in strength depending on the triaxial or plane
strain boundary condition of loading.

Typical peak plana strain angles of friction o', for a

granular ñll with o', = 32° are shown in Figure 7. The

denser soil 1,, =70% represents a granular till compacted to

95% of the Proctor optimum dry density.

3.2.3 Strength and compaction

The link between compaction specified to a percentage

of the Proctor optimum dry density and relative density ID

can be established as follows.

It is necessary to assurne that the measured optimum dry

density 74 corresponds with the minimum void ratio em ,

so that

GJ..
'Ya

where G, (z 2.65) is the specific gravity of solids and 7,

the unit weight of water.

l ...(9)
min

e

Compaction to 95% of Proctor optimum would result in a

void ratio cm,

6.7.
09574 '

 

em, = ...(10)

from which the relative density may be determined from
the measured range between the maximum and minimum

void ratio for the soil (em- ed). The typical range for

granular fills is 0.3 to 0.6, Lambe and Whitman (1969),
Bolton (1986).

To illusuate these relations, consider a granular till with a

dry density at Proctor optimum 74 :17.5 kg/ms, a specific

gravity G, = 2.65 and for which (cm -em) = 0.3. The

following may then be calculated, em = 0.51 from

equation (9), cm,= 0.59 from equation (10) and, since

em = 0.81, 1,, = 0.73 (73%).

For a routine application where o'c, = 32° and

5' < 150 kN/mz, the relative density index and the peak
plane strain angle of friction would be I, = 2.7 from

equation (6), and o', = 45° from equation (7).

The consequences ofpoorer compaction may also be
shown. If the till had only been compacted to 90% of
Proctor optimum (rather than the speciñed 95%), the void

ratio would be en. = 0.68, and the relative density

1,, = 0.43 (43%), delivering a peak plane Strain angle of

friction 09', = 38°, compared with tb', = 45°.

The range of peak angles of friction for granular frlls in
routine applications is surnmarised in Table 2.

3.3 Strength and deformation
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b niska'ca' 39 data. thm'e' 8. The simple shear
apparatus at Cambridge (Stroud, 1971), like the hollow
cylinder apparatus (Symes, 1983 and Tatsuoka et al,
1986), allows detailed scrutiny of the changes in stress and
Strain in granular soil as it is :The progress in the
soil after peak can also be observed in the simple shear
apparatus.

The data in Figure 8 shows the relation between mobilised
stress ratio t/s' and specific volume (V = 1+ e),
norrnalised in the figure for the stress level in each test.
The pattern of behaviour is that when' granular soil is
sheared it travels toward the critical state initially with
rapidly increasing stress ratio, little volume change and
relatively small strain. Only once a high shearing
resistance has been mobilised does the soil begin to shear
and dilate vigom'ously, thereby increasing the speciñc
volume, but with only a gradually changing shearing
resistance. A curnulative shear strain of the order 50% to
100% is required for dense granular soil to reach the
critical state (Stroud, 1971).

A more usual plot of the tests on dense sand is shown in
Figure 9, for shear strains up to 20%.

These data illustrate the pattern of behaviour described in
Table 1.

3.3.1 Elastlc and plastic strains

Soil Strain can be elastic and recoverable, or plastic and
irrecoverable, and generally both occur when soil is
sheared. Recognition of these two distinct sources of

strain is important to understanding soil deformation
behaviour.

Elastic Strain is caused by a change of stress, and has a
magnitude deterrnined by the stress change and two elastic
constants. The shear modulus G and Poisson's ratio v' are

chosen in this paper.

3.3 Strength and deformation
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Plastic strain depends on the current stress ratio, and is
caused by particle recrientations. Plastic distortion is
described by an angle of dilation ty, shown in Figure 10 on
a Mohr circle ofplastic incremental strat'n. The angle of
dilation deñnes the incremental rate of change in plastic
volumetrt'c :train dv' with respect to theplastic shear
:train dy',

sin - -g-v:W dy,

The notation dO represents an incremental change, and the

superscript 0' the plastic component of strain. The angle
of dilation is positive for volume expansion.

The relation between mobilised shean'ng resistance and
dilation is well established and is described by aflow rule
or stress-dilatancy equation (Rowe, 1962),

...(11)

43', =fn(v'.. . W) ...(12)

The simpliñed form suggested by Bolton (1986) is

0; = 01, + osv ...(13)

The simple relations between maximum dilation Vw and

the relative density index I, are then, from equations (7),

(8) and (13), v., = 6.251, forplane Strain, and

ut... = 3.751, for trian'al compression.

3.3.2 Elastic parameters

The response of dense granular soil to shear is illustrated

schematically in Figure 11. The shear modulus G,- is

the "true" elastic parameter, and the increase in shear
Strain above this gradient is due to plastic

(irrecoverable) Strain. The elastic response G, can be

observed at any stage of shear in the initial response to
unloading, such as at point A, for example.

Measured shear properties for soil (curve OABD) can be
reasonany fitted by a hyperbola, Kondner (1963). The
hyperbolic equation is given by

GJY

(1 + _

where t and 'yare the current maximum shear stress and

maximum shear Strain, t, is the shear stress (the

datum for Strain), and t, is the peak shear stress which the

soil can sustain. The variation of secant shear modulus G
with shear strain described by the hyperbolic equation,
Figure 12, follows the well established pattern of the data
(Wroth et al, 1979).

 

0-9: man

The "true" elastic shear modulus G.. applies at shear strains

of the order 10'4 (the left-hand side ofFigure 12) and is a
complex function of soil density and mean effective stress.

An expression for the elastic shear modulus G.. which fits

the available data has been given by Iwasalti et al (1978),

after Hardin and Black (1966). Assuming s'= p' for plane

Strain,

G;- (2.17-C)2
I-700---(1+e)(sr) ...(15)

where e is the void ratio of the soil, and the stress

5, = 100 lcN/m2 is included for dimensional consistency.

The range of practical interest for reinforced soil is then

found to be 1000 >G,-/s'>300.

The consequence is that the "true" elastic component of

cumulative shear strain in granular soil which is sheared to

the peak stress ratio is of the order 10'3 > 7' > 10",

practically negligible compared with the plastic

component.

The shear behaviour of granular soil modelled by the

hyperbolic equation with G,/s'= 300, (Y, = 45°, ie.

(t/s'), = 0.70, and for soil sheared from the at rest

conditions (t/s'), = 0.35, is shown in Figure 13, and may

be compared with the data from the simple shear
apparatus, Figure 9.

Poisson's ratio will be required later and a value V' = 0.2 is

typical for the drained loading of granular soils, Lade

(1977).

3.3.3 Mobilised shearan resistance and

tensile strain

'Ibe elastic component of strain for granular soil sheared

toahighstressratiohasbeen showntobesmall, and the

observed deformation to be essentially plastic.

In the absence of a simple model to represent the plastic
strain which occurs on loading (preopeak), there

have been two main choices. (l) Assume the soil is

Iinear-elastic perfectly-plastic, choosing a shear modulus

G = 0.50,- (OAFD), for example, or even a rigid-plastic

response (OEFD), Figure 11. (2) The alternative has

been to assume a non-Iinear elastic response, Duncan and
Chang (1970).

3.3. Strength and deformatim
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'Ihe relation between mobilised shearing resistance and
tensile strain is crucial for the analysis of reinforced soil,
since the tensile soil Strain provides the link between the
soil and the reinforcement deformation. The ability of
non-linear elasricity to capture this relation is examined
below.

Consider the loading experienced by soil in a reinforced
soil wall. For a wall built incrementally, the loading
experienced by the soil is likely to lie between the loading
paths marked I and II in Figure 14. Forpropped wall

construction, the soil is initially loaded close to K,

followed by a path such as III in Figure 14, as discussed
by Bonaparte and Schmertmann (1988) and Jewell (1988).

The relative magnitude of the incremental tensile Strain

de, which occurs for a unit increment of shear Strain dy in

soil subject to these loading paths under plane strain
conditions may now be determined for both elastic and
plastic models of soil behaviour. The equations are given
in Appendix 2.

The ratio dejdy is shown by a vector of unit length in

Figure 15, drawn with tensile Strain de, upward. The

results are for an elastic soil with v' = 0.2, and a plastic

soil with W..., = 16° (ie., a soil with o', =45° and

o', = 32°, for example).

During plastic shear there is a vigourous development of

tensile strain with shear Strain 0.65 2 dejdyz 0.5 for the

" loading paths in both wall constructions, Figure 15.

The elastic analysis entirely fails to capture this well
-.established plastic behaviour for the incremental
construction loading path. Because there is an unloading
of lateral stress in propped wall construction, the
agreement is much closer in this second case.

Theconclusiontobedrawnisthatgreatcarewillbe
needed if a non-linear elastic analysis is to represent
reinforced soil behaviour successfully for normal
incremental construction.

3.3.4 Soll behaviour for compatibility

An alternative approach which builds on the well

established hyperbolic relation (defined by G, and t/s', )is

to use the hyperbola to define the magnitude of the
incremental plastic shear Strain. The other components of
plastic :train may then be deterrnined from the Mohr
circle of incremental strain (Figure 10), with W determined
from theflow rule (equation (12)) and the current

mobilised angle of friction oj..

Strength and Deformation in Reinforoed Soil

The additional (but small) elastic strains may also be
computed from the standard elastic relations using the
"true" elastic properties and the change in stress. This
gives the total strain (elastic plus plastic). This approach

is discussed by Bolton (1990) where it is applied to the
design of unreinforced retaining walls.

The relation of interest is that between mobilised angle of
friction and tensile Strain. To investigate the likely range
for granular soils, for use with the compatibility curve, two

approximate solutions to the above incremental equations
can be suggested which should bound the likely behaviour.
lt appears that these approximations will be adequate for
many practical purposes.

An upper limit to the magnitude of tensile Strain

developed to mobilise a given shearing resistance is found
by assuming that the soil deforms with the maximum

rate of plastic dilation Vw from the beginning of shear.

That is, the maximum ratio of tensile strain to shear strain,

dejdyr- (1 4» sin wmyz occurs throughout, Appendix 2.

The lower limit is found by assuming (l) that the soil
deforms with zero net tensile strain below the at rest

stress ratio t/s S (t/s ').. and (2) subsequently t/s > (t/s '),

with no volume change. That is, the minimum ratio of

tensile Strain to shear Strain, dejd'y: 0.5, Appendix 2.

For the above practical purposes, it is suggested that the
elastic component of tensile Strain may be neglected.

The range of uncertainty in the soil behaviour defined by
the above lirnits is remarkably small, as illustrated in

Figure 16 for the granular soil in Figure 13. Note the
enlarged scale because of the small magnitude of tensile
strain. The hyperbolas in Figure 16 are the standard
equation (eqn. 14) with substituu'ons for 7:

1+ sinmm
---5--- ...(16)

for the upper limiting curve, and

7= 0.52,3 ...(17)

for the lower limiting curve which applies when

t/s' > (t/s'),.

It is important to emphasise that although the hyperbolic
model provides for continuous change in the stress-Strain
response, the accuracy of the hyperbolic representation of
soil behaviotu is intrinsically no greater than that of a
linear-elastic perfectly-plastic model. Both depend on an

appropriate choice of parameters.

3.3. Strength and deformation
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There is a clear message, however, which is that shearin g
resistance in compact granular soil is mobilised rapidly
and at small magnitudes of tensile Strain. For typical
compacted granular fills used in reinforced soil walls and
stecp slopes a significant proportion of the available
shearing resistance will have been mobilised by a
cumulative tensile Strain of the order 1% or less.

3.4 Measurement of properties for design

3.4.1 Direct shear test

'Ihedirectsheartestistheonlyroutineplanestrain test
for compacted granular tills. The test is improved by
increasing the scale from the under-sized 60mm x60mm
Casagrande apparatus, to the new 300mm x300mm size
being adopted, DTp (1978), SETRA (1979), GCO (1989).
More subtle improvements can be made in the test
boundary conditions to reduce rotation and more closely
approximate simple shear (Wernick, 1977, Jewell, 1989).

Because of the condition of zero net horizontal strain in a
direct shear test, the stress ratio on the horizontal plane,
denoted the direct shear angle offn'ction

(Vd, = 'IUP/03), will be less than the maximum plane

strain angle offriction 0;. The difference is

approximately (Rowe, 1969)

tano'd, = tano'_ cos b'a ...(18)

New data supporting equation (18) has recently been

published by Tatsuoka et al (1989) and Jewell (1989).

- Judgement is required for a detailed interpretation of direct
shear test data to derive the plane strain angle of friction

ej.. However, it is always safe to adopt the directly

measured values of shearing resistance o'd, for design

purposes. It is noteworthy that standard direct shear tests
measure the shearing resistance along the bedding planes
in soil which is the worst orientation for rupture giving the
lowest resistance (Arthur and Menzies, 1982).

Tatsuoka (1987) has pointed out a close agreement in the
peak shearing resistance measured in triaxial compression
and direct shear tests on compact granular soil. The
conclusion to be drawn is that the peak angle of
friction measured either in direct shear or in triaxial
compression provides the suitany conservative
estimate of peak plane strain shearing resistance
required by designers.

The elastic shear modulus G.. may also be estimated from

direct shear or triaxial compression tests.

In the direct shear test it can be assumed that the elastic

distortion occurs over the full depth of the sample H. The
rate of change of shear stress with shear

displacement (dt/dr),- allows the elastic shear modulus to

be calculated as G,- =H (d'ddx),. A useful check on the

elastic response can be made with an unloadreload cycle
during the test.

In a triaxial compression test use the measured

Young's modulus E, and an estimate of v' to derive G,

from the standard relation G,- = E,./2(1 +v).

3.4.2 Soil strength for stability analysis

It has been conventional practice in geotechnical

engineering to apply a factor of safety FS, = 1.3 to a

realistic but safe estimate of the peak soil shearing
resistance. This, in effect, leads to a design angle of

friction tan o', = tan o',/FS, , Simpson et al, (1981).

The choice of the critical state angle offriction o', = o', ,

for use in a stability analysis for granular ñlls reinforced
by geotextiles and polymer grids, has been suggested by
McGown et al (1985, 1989) and Jewell et al (1985). The

friction angle o', is reliable inespective of the large

strains which could occur in soil strengthened by polymer
reinforeement.

Happily, these two approaches are identical for all
practical purposes. Table 3 records the peak angle of
friction which would be required to ensure a factor of

safety FS, = 1.3 if the design angle of i'riction c'd = o'a.

The results are for typical granular fill 35° 2 c', 2 30°.

The required relative density index I, av: 2.3 was calculated

with the safe assumption that a conventional design would
be based on a peak friction angle measured in direct shear

or triaxial compression o', = o; - (Vt. It has been shown

(Section 3.2.2) that a relative density I, 2 2.5 should be

achieved by compaction to 95% Proctor Optimum in

routine applications.

3.5 Summary on granuiar soil

Three angles of friction for compact granular soil have
been identified as important for reinforced soil. The

relation between these for a typical soil o', = 32°

is illustrated in Figure 17, using the correlations described.

3.4. Measurement of properties for design
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(1) The angle of friction for at rest conditions of zero net

lateral tensile Strain o', can always be mobilised in

reinforced soil, even with inextensible reinforcement.

(2) Very little tensile strain develops in soil until the

critical state angle of friction o', has been mobilised, and

the difference between o', and o', is relatively small in

well compacted granular soil.

(3) Shearing resistance in compact granular soil is
mobilised rapidly and with relatively little tensile su'ain, at
the stress levels relevant to reinforced soil design.
Although the peak angle of friction might typically be
mobilised at about 3% to 5% cumulative tensile strain
(Jewell, 1980), a very signiñcant proportion of the peak
shearing resistance usually will have been mobilised
within about 0.596 to 10% cumulative tensile Strain.

The reason for (2) and (3) above is that the "true" elastic "
strain in compact granular soil is extremely small. The
main source of deformation and plastic strain is in particle
movements and reorientations in soil under increasing
shear su'ess. It is only once a relatively high proportion of

the peak shearing resistance has been mobilised (tf, > o'a)

,- that these particle reorientations develop and cause the
significant plastic tensile suain necessary to mobilise force
in polymer reinforcement.

It is recommended that the critical state angle offriction

' o', = oj., be used for the design stability analysis, and this

is approximately the same as a factor of safety FS, = 1.3

, applied to the peak su'ength.

Either a linear-elastic perfectly-plastic representation for
the soil, or the plastic hyperbolic relation (described in
Section 3.3.4) coupled with standard linear elasticity are
recommended to assess compatibility and the working
equilibrium (see Section 5). The required elastic modulus

G, and peak shearing resistance o', for the soil may be

determined from routine direct shear or triaxial
compression tests for practical design purposes.

4 Properties of reinforcement material

Both the strength and the deformation properties of a
reinforcement material are needed (1) to select a design
stress in the reinforcement which allows an adequate
margin of safety against rupture, and (2) to ensure that
deformatians within the reinforced soil structure are
serviceable.

Strength and Deformation in Reinforoed Soil

There is widespread agreement that short-term index
properties, and long-term creep and rupture properties are
required to describe the material properties of gwtextiles
and polymer grids for practical purposes, Murray and
McGown (1982). Discussions on standard tests for these

properties are already well advanced within the
International Standards Organisation (ISO), the European
Committee for Standardisation (CEN) and the American
Society for Testing of Materials (ASTM), among others.

There is also a growing consensus in principle as to how
material properties should be selected for design, for
example McGown et al (1985), Jewell (1985), Wrigley
(1987), Bonaparte and Berg (1987), Murray and McGown
(1988), Schneider (1989), Voskamp (1989) and GRI
(1990). Important new supporting data being added at this
conference by Viezee et al (1990), Billing et al (1990),
Greenwood (1990), Bush (1990), Watts and Brady (1990),
Troost and Ploegg (1990) and Paulson (1990).

These principles are summarised below for critical
long-term applications of reinforced soil, in the notation
for the partial factors of safety suggested by Jewell and
Greenwood (1988). The approach is consistent with the
recommendations for partial factors in ISO Standard 2394
and CEB Bulletin 111.

4.1 Strength properties for design

4.1.1 Reference properties

The starting point is the reference pr0perties for the
ert-works reinforcement material. Since polymer
properties are influenced by temperature, it is desirable to
obtain test data over a range of temperatures including the

design temperature T4.

Creep tests which cause rupture areused to define the
variation of the reference strength with time at a given

temperature, Figure 18. The Characterist value
(exceeded 19 times out of 20) is the appropriate measure
of strength. If there are insufñcient data to establish
characteristic values, then the mean value should be

reduced by a (default) factor 1.15.

Nonnally there are data for a loading period t... less than

the required design life t., so that extrapolation is needed

to find the property at the end of the design life, Figure 18.
Such extrapolau'on leads to the (Characteristic) reference
strength for the reinforcement under the design conditions

(td, TJ), and a record of the amount of extrapolation

4.1. Strength properties for design
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required t/tu. Either a linear or a logarithmic scale for

load may be used in the exu'apolation against the

logarithm (logw) of time.

Sometimes a maximum cumulative tensile Strain (often
10%) is used in conjunction with reference strfness
properties (Section 4.2) to deñne the limiting capacity of
the reinforcement. This limiting capacity is directly
equivalent to the reference strength described above.

4.1.2 Damage and chemical environment

Reinforcement is damaged during installation, exposure
to the chemical and microbiological environment in the
soil acts over time to reduce the strength further, and
exposure to radiation can cause additional loss of capacity.
For simplicity only two partial factors are introduced to
allow for mechanical damage and the soil environment.

Mechanical damage is assumed to reduce the capacity of

the reinforcement oncefor all by a factorf, typically in the

range 1.0 to 1.6, depending on the exact combination of
reinforcement and soil type, Bush (1988), Voskamp
(1990). The influence of damage is usually detennined by
short-term index tests on damaged material. The approach

and the range forf,I are supported by the new data by

Billing et al (1990), Watts and Brady (1990), Troost and

Ploegg (1990) and Paulson (1990) presented at this
conference.

The chemical and microbiological environment (and the
effects of radiation for exposed material) only graduall y
reduce the reinforcement strength with time, Figure 19.
Currently, much less is known about this than mechanical

damage. It appears that a partial factor f,... of the order 1.0

to 1.1 may be appropriate for buried materials in normal
soil environments within the range 10 2 pH 2 4, Leilaive
(1988). This is supported by the data of Viezee et al
(1990) and Billing et al (1990) at this conference.

The partial facta's f_ andj;w are applied to the reference

strength properties to determine the expected strength in
the ground, Figure 20.

4.1.3 Material factor °

The expected rupture strength of the reinforcement (in
service at the end of the design life) would not be used in

stability analysis. A partial factor of safety f_ is required

to define the maximum allowable reinforcementforce.
'Ihis material factor allows for.

- possible reduction of strength in the material
compared with the value deduced from control
specirnens

- material strengths occasionally falling below the
specified characteristic value

- effects of poor dirnensional accuracy in the
ñnished structure.

In addition to these standard allowances (CEB Bulletin
III), other uncertainties for polymer reinforcement would

also be incorporated in f_:

- the uncertainty inherent in extrapolation of data

- higher than expected temperaurres in the ground

- possible synergism between mechanical damage
and the soil environment reducing strength further
than anticipated.

The allowable reinforcementforce relevant to the site and

the design conditions (td, T4) is therefore determined as

shown in Figtn'e 20.

4.1.4 Ageing limit

The work of Sotton (1986), Wisse (1988) and Verdu
(1988) suggests that possible chemical breakdown at long
time also needs to be checked in the assessment for
polymer reinforcement. One cause of such breakdown is
therrno-oxidation, which can act quickly once added
retardants or stabilisers have been used up or have leached
out of the polymer material. A test for chemical
breakdown already exists in the electrical indusu'y, CEI
(1990). The need for such a check is indicated by Wisse et
al (1990) and Viezee et al (1990) at this conference.

Chemical breakdown in the material sets an absolute limit
to the design life irrespective of the applied load,
Figure 21.

The required test is for chemical stability and should be
carried out to failure of the specimens. A failure criterion
needs to be defined, either in terms ofan index test, such
as the strength falling to less than 50% (say) of the unaged
value, or by a test for embrittlement, Wisse (1988).

Chemical ageing tests are carried om at high temperatures
and in appropriate environments. The time to failure at
various temperatures is measured, and as the controlling

chemical processes are governed by the Arrhenius
equau'on, the data is plotted as time to failure (logarithmic
scale) against the inverse of temperature. This allows
exuapolation to the design temperaurre, Figure 22, to

determine the aged life of the material, tm.

4.1. Strength properties for design
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In eñ'ect, chemical ageing tests aim to prove that a
polymer reinforcement can resist the active chemical
processes in the environment which wouldotherwise lead
to complete breakdown of the material in the long tenn.
Given the high temperature of testing, the uncertainty in
extrapolation, and to allow for a safety margin, it is

suggested that the aged life t..., determined by

extrapolation to the design temperature T4, should exceed

the design life t, by a factor 3 (ie. t_,/t, > 3, half a logi.,

cycle).

4.1.5 Jolnts

Normally the strength of a joint is less than that of the
material joined. While in the soft soil applications of
reinforced soil joints can be avoided, there is an absolute
necessity forjointing at the face of steep slopes and walls.
Clearly thejoint strength must be assessed both for
short-term and long-tenn conditions. If measured to be
less than that of the material joined, then this lesser
strength should be used.

' 4.1.6 Summary of partial factors

The partial factors for the calculation of the allowable
reinforcementforce for design stability analysis are
summarised in Table 4.

The typical range of values for the partial factors currently
being suggested, and the default values which should be
used where no data can be provided to justify a lower
value, are summan'sed in Table 5.

The procedure leads to a maximum allowableforce for the
reinforcement for use in a stability analysis. Concern
about the magnitude of cumulative tensile Strain associated
with the allowable force are addressed in the analysis for
serviceability described below.

4.2 Stiffness properties for design

The load-extension and creep Characteristics of the
reinforcement, the snfness properties, are needed for
assessing deformations.

Because the cross-sectional area of a geotextik or a gn'd is
often non-uniform and can vary markedly under load, it is
usual for reinforcement force to be related to extension by
a stäfness parameter, J, rather than by the more
conventional product of Young's modulus and area, EA.
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Current evidence suggests that for design purposes the

reference stiffness properties of the reinforcement can be

used with little or no error. In other words, mechanical

damage and the environment reduce the strength

properties and do not signiñcantly affect the overall

stüness pr0perties of the reinforcement. This view is

supported by the data of Billing et al (1990), Viezee et al

(1990) and Bush (1990) presented to this conference.

The isochronous plot of force against extension derived

from creep test data is helpful for design purposes,

Figtn'e 23. The load-extension properties of the

reinforcement (at the design temperature T.) and the

changes caused by continuing creep with time are clearly

shown in this way.

The published data suggest that the allowable loads being

selected for polymer reinforcements are within, or close to

the limit of linear-viscoelastic (recoverable) behaviour.

The absence of irrecoverable strain means that the

isochronous curves (Figure 23) give the relation between

force, extension and time, even if the load gradually

reduces with time.

Also, a linear-viscoelastic material has a unique relation

between force and extension for any time I under load.

This brings the advantage, for some cases, that the

isochronous curves are straight and can be represented by

a vatying stiffness as a function of time under load. The

influence of temperature on stiffness can then be

introduced onto a single plot, Figure 24. Such data for a

polymer grid are presented by Bush (1990) at this

conference, who goes on to show a super-position (or shift

in the time scale) to allow for temperature effects.

4.2.1 Stiftness properties for

serviceability

When investigating serviceability in reinforced soil itis

adequate to use the reference safness properties as
described above.

To allow for material variability, and for a characteristic

stiffness rather than the mean value, a (default) partial

factor 1.15 is recommended by which to reduce the

average data, (14) , = (J),,,J 1.15.

4.2. Stiffness properties for design
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4.3 Metallic reinforcement

It is not appropriate at a geotextiles conference to

consider in detail the derivation of the allowableforce in

metallic reinforcement allowing for damage and
degradation in the soil environment, for extrapolation of
data and the selection of appropriate values for the

material factorf.. Nevertheless, it would help

comparisons if the data for the variation of metallic

reinforcement strength (rupture or yield) with time were

presented in the same fashion as Figure 20, showing the

safety margins used.

4.4 Overall partial factor

CEB Bulletin III allows for a final overall partial factor

;1 in the design calculation. This takes account of:

- the nature of the structure and its behaviour; for
example, Structures in which partial or complete
collapse can occur without warning, where
internal redistribution of forces is not possible, or
where failure ofone element can lead to overall
collapse

o the seriousness ofreaching the limit state; for
example, danger to life, national or economic
consequences.

The overall partial factor fc typically has a value in the

range 1.0- 1.2, and provides a ñnal margin between the

required and available reinforcement force.

5 Equllibrium in relnforced soil

5.1 Required and available forces

In reinforced soil analysis it is helpful to identify the

required and the available forces, Jewell (1982). The

required forces are those needed to maintain equilibrium in

the soil with a given mobilised shearing resistance oj..

The available forces are those which can be provided by

the reinforcement in the soil.

In stability analysis, safe allowable values for the soil

shearing resistance and the maximum reinforcement force
are chosen, and equilibrium is checked for the worst

anticipated combinations of loading. Satisfactory
equilibrium is ensured on allpossible potentialfailure

mechanism.
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Serviceability is then assessed using the expected values
for the properties and the loadings. Inevitably, the
expected strengths are higher, and the expected loads are
lower, than those assumed in stability analysis, and the
reinforcement forces at the working equilibrium are
correspondingly less than the allowable values.

5.2 Spacing arrangements

A useful procedure in steep slope or retaining wall
design is to determine the distribution of maximum
required force or stress for equilibrium, as illustrated in
Figure 25. For now, it will be assumed that the selected
reinforcement length is sufñcient not to increase the
required stresses above those needed to maintain
equilibrium in the Rankine active zone. Thus the
uniformly increasing required stresses shown in
Figure 25b represents the maximum required stress.

The design requirement is that the reinforcement
properties and spacing should be selected so that the
available stress at any depth exceeds the required stress.
It may be assumed that the reinforcement maintains local
equilibrium in the soil for half the spacing to the layers
immediately above and below, Figure 250.

The most practical arrangement of reinforcement is with
:uniform spacing. The spacing is governed by the lowest
reinforcement layer, and the envelope of available stress
shown in Figure 25b is for a single uniform spacing. This
over-provision of reinforcement is rather inefñcient, but
using two zones of uniforme spaced reinforcement is
much less so.

The arrangement which most efñciently uses the
reinforcement material is where the spacing is varied at
each depth so that the available stress matches exactly the
required stress, Figure 25c and d. Such ideal spacing is
hardly practical but providesa useful reference for
analysis.

5.3 Equllibrium

Equilibrium can be examined in terms of the grass
required and availableforces or in terms of the local

equilibrium for a single reinforcement layer.

The compatibility curve in Figure 26 for a retaining wall is
shown in terms of the gross maximum required and
availableforces, and for typical soil and reinforcement
properties, and design factors of safety. The wall
dimensions, loadings, material properties and the design
values used for this example are summarised in Table 6.

The maximum gross required force is given by the
equation

5.1. Required md available forces
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2p, .211.042'- ...(19)

where K_ is the (active) earth pressure coefñcient

comesponding with the mobilised angle of friction in the

soil Ib'.

1 - sin o'_
_ - . .

The variation in the maximum requiredforce in the soil is
calculated from equations (19) and (20) using the
hyperbolic relation between shearing resistance and plastic
tensile Strain described in Section 3.3.4, and for shear from

at rest conditions.

The maximum gross available force increases with tensile
strain as

PA,=nJ,e, ...(21)

where e, is the tensile Strain in the reinforcement and

2: = 15 the number of layers for ideal spacing.

The design equilibrium for ideal spacing occurs at a

maximum tensile strain 2, = 4.1%, and the expected

equilibrium, the point of intersection between the curves

of required and available force, is at 2, = 3%, Figure 26.

The average equilibrium for uniform spacing is shown in
.: Figure 27. Since there are twice as many reinforcement

layers, the design and expected equilibrium are
'f approximately 50% less, with the expected equilibrium at

approximately 2, = 1.5%.

The absolute minimwn equilibrium tensile strain in the
retaining wall would be calculated by identifying the
actual loadings (self-weight, applied) rather than the safe
values assurned in design. This might typically account
for 15% of the gross required force. Further, since the
equilibn'um involves mobilised soil shearing resistances
on steeply inclined surfaces relative to the weaker bedding
planes in the till, Figure 25a, the plane strain shearing
resistance might well be mobilised, rather the "safe" direct
shear or triaxial compression values assumed for design.

For the design example I, = 2.5, so that o', = 44° and

K. = 0.18. These effects reduce the gross required force to

a minimum of approximately 15mm= 153 kN/m which

would find equilibrium at an (average) tensile Strain

e, = 1%, for uniform spacing. This is approximately 25%

of the allowable tensile Strain E." = Pm/J, = 4.2%, Table 6.
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Analysis of this type leads to the suggested order of
magnitude for maximum tensile strain in the reinforcement
summarised in Table 7 (for Structures designed along
conventional lines). The figures are suggested as a "rule
of thurnb" for (a) steep reinforced slopes and walls on
competent foundations, (b) built incrementally with (c)
compact granular till, and (d) with reinforcement that has

an allowable tensile Strain em > 1%, ie. most geotextiles

and polymer grids.

5.4 Compatibility of local stress

The analysis of compatibility can be applied to a single
layer of reinforcement and this is helpful in examining the
change in equilibrium which occurs during incremental

construction.

Assuming that a reinforcement layer provides the required
stress in the soil for half the spacing to the reinforcement
layer immediately above and below, the local equilibrium
for dry soil (no pore water pressure) can be expressed

c, =K_o, :1-1, ...(22)
:Ja

where sus.I are the vertical and horizontal spacing of the

reinforcement. The ratio .I/.sysyI is the stiffness parameter

used by Bonaparte and Schmertrnann (1988).

The equilthrium for reinforcement at any depth may be
shown in the non-dimensional form of Figure 28,

expressed in terms of the earth pressure coefñcient K, and

a non-dimensional safness for the reinforcement .Id/up.,

n :vshov '

 

...(23)

(Note, for continuous horizontal layers of geotextile
reinforcement in which the stiffness is described in kN/m

then s, = 1.)

Equation (23) shows that the 'stiffness" of reinforcement

depends on the spacing in the soil and the current vertical
stress. Figure 28 shows the progressive increase in tensile
Strain and reduction in required force during incremental
construction.

The pattern of behaviour shown in Figure 28 also applies
to the case ofprogressive creep in the reinforcement,
which is equivalent to a reducing stiffness J with time.

For simplicity, equation (22) was derived for dry soil.
Allowing for porewater pressure in the soil, for a vertical
wall, gives '

5.4. Canpatibility of local stress
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where r,I is the porewater pressure coefficient.

Porewater pressure simply increases the requirement for
force, and shifts the origin for the curves of required force
in the soil vertically upward in Figure 28.

5.5 lnextensibie and extensibie

reinforcement

Bonaparte and Schmertmann (1988) have reñned the
concept for "extensible" and inextensrble reinforcement,
initially introduced by McGown et al (1977):

- extensible reinforcement is such that the tensile
strain in the reinfomment is equal to or larger
than the horizontal extension required to develop
an active plastic state in the soil, and

- inextensible reinforcement is such that the tensile

Strain in the reinforcement is significantly less
than the horizontal extension required to develop
an active plastic state in the soil.

They showed that steel reinforcement met the criterion for
inexzensible reinforcement in most practical applications.

To investigate the development of required stress, the
compatibility curve for a design in compact granular soil

with (V, = o', is shown in Figure 29.

The soil has been assumed to deform from at rest K,

equilibrium K,I = Ka. Reinforcement with an allowable

tensile Strain län/J.i = em > 1% will clearly reach

equilibrium well within this region.

In other words, the design philosophy for the case of
extensible reinforeement has recognised that the soil is
compact, but has still provided a margin of safety in
design by assuming, at worst, that the soil could be loosely

placed and so adopts c', = (Va.

The equivalent philosophy for perfectly inexzensibie
reinforcement would again recognise that the soil is
compact and likely to have an earth pressure at rest which
can be estimated from the expected peak angle of friction

o', substituted into Jaky's equation (Section 3.2.1).

Equilibrium with no net tensile Strain would be anticipated
(for inextensibie reinforcement) in the ar rest condition
(the left-hand axis in Figure 29). To provide the same

' margin of safety as allowed for extensible reinforcement,

conditions, and the typical properties ofcompact granular -

soil o', = 32° and I, = 2.5 have been used. The derived

properties are o', = 44.5° , a "safe" peak strength

di'., = 39.5° and an earth pressure at rest K, = 0.35. The

range for the soil shear modulus is taken to be Gils' = 500

to 100, and the maximum possible range of tensile Strain
for these shear moduli has been shown in Figure 29. The

choice Gils' = 100 is purposefully lower by a factor of 3

than the anticipated minimum for granular soil, Section
3.3.2.

The horizontal band of shading in Figure 29 indicates
where the actual equilibrium provides a factor of safety

FS, = 1.3 = meg/tand; on the assumed design
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the designer would also have to assume that the soil may
be poorly placed in the field so that the peak strength

o', = 8;.. The corresponding earth pressure at rest would

then be K, =1-sino'a, and this would be used for

design.

This consistent design philosophy for both extensibie and
perfectly inextemible reinforcement is illustrated in
Figure 30.

As emphasised by Bonaparte and Schmertmarm (1988),
steel reinforcement is not perfectly inextensible and falls
somewhere between the two cases. The above philosophy
for perfectiy inextensible reinforcement is suggested as a
reference to ensure that there is comparable safety against
rupture for designs with all reinforcement materials.

6 Steep reiniorced slopes

The fundamental concepts for reinforced soil have been
illustrated in earlier sections through the analysis of a
simpliñed problem, similar to a Classical smooth
(unreinforced) retaining wall. The analysis to determine
the maximum required stresses in steep slopes and walls
will now be considered, and the influence of the
reinforcernent length and interaction parameters on the
envisaged cquilibrium will be examined.

6.1 Limit equilibrium analysis

The limit equilibrium failure surfaces most wider used
for the analysis of steep reinforced soil slopes and walls
include plana wedge (Schlosser and Vidal, 1969, Lee et al,

6.1. Limit analysis
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1972, Segrestin, 1979), two-part wedge (Romstad et al,
1978, Stocker et al, 1979, Hamilton, 1984, Murray, 1985,
Jewell et al, 1985 and Bonaparte and Schmertmann, 1988),
logarithmic spiral (Jutan and Schlosser, 1978,
Leshchinslry and Reinschmidt, 1985) and Circular
surfaces (Phan et al, 1979, Bangratz and Gigan, 1984,
Gourc et al, 1986, Studer and Meier, 1986).

Additional support for wedge analysis is given at this
conference by Thamm et al (1990) and Schardin-Liedtke
(1990).

For a conventional limit analysis the
logarithmic spiral and the 'full" hva-part wedge analyses
are satisfactory rigid body mechanisms because they do
not require assumptions to be made for their solution,
Figure 31 (Terzaghi, 1943, Taylor, 1948). For the
logarithmic spiral, the resultant soil force R acts through
the origin of the spiral and so does not enter into the
moment equilibrium equation expressed directly in terms
of the loadings and the applied restoring forces,
Figure 31a. Full moment and force equilibrium may be
satisfied for the two-part wedge mechanism shown in

a_ __ _ Figure 31h and c, without further assumptions.

Although apparently the more complex of the two, the
logarithmic spiral is the simpler for limit equilibrium
analysis. For mechanisrns passing through the toe of the
slope, for example, the logarithmic spiral is completely

u defined by two variables, the coordinates of the origin

"4 (x,, y,), say. To specify the wedge mechanism shown in

;Figm'e 31b requiresfour variables, the coordinates of the

'node (x., y_) and two angles (6,, 6,), say. A search for a

most critical mechanism is much simpler for a two
Variable problem.

6.2 Consequences of similarity

The concept of similarity introduced in Section 2 leads
to powerful statements on the most efficient equilibrium in
a steep reinforced slope in frictional soil.

Consider first what will now be called zone I , the zone
between the face of the slope and the most critical
mechanism through the toe. The most critical mechanism
has the largest required force for equilibrium, and is
illustrated in Figure 32h by the logarithmic spiral
mechanism OF. Exactly as for the vertical wall in
Figure 1, the similarin (for a frictional soil, c' = 0) of
equally critical surfaces AE and BD higher in the slope
implies that the most efficient distribution of the
stabilising stresses, to be provided by the reinforcement,
must be triangular as shown in Figure 32a.
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The internal equilibrium in zone 1 involves uniform
stabilising stress provided by reinforcement layers
carrying uniform force through zone J . This
reinforcement force acts through to the surface OF (where
the reinforcement enters zone 2) and is transmitted to the

facing as shown schernatically in Figure 32e. Clearly,
equilibrium to the right of the surface OF will have to be
checked and satisñed, and this a factor which detennines
the choice of the reinforcement length, as discussed later.

The most efficient use of reinforcernent material to
maintain this equilibrium in zone I is with ideal spacing,
the spacing which matches exactly the required and
available stresses at each depth (Section 5.2).

Consider now the idea of "kinking", the development of an
S shape in the reinforcement, as envisaged in some
analyses. If an additional stabilising effect due to kinlcing
of reinforcement is needed to maintain equilibrium on the
most critical mechanism, spiral OF, then the same
stabilising effect due to kinking would be required on all
the similar mechanisms AE and BD, Figure 32b.
Physically, however, kinking cannot occur sirnultaneously
on all these similar surfaces, as a kink requires
deformation across one surface only. In view of this, it
seems logical that the benefit from kinking should not be
assumed for any surface.

What is being suggested is that the concept of analysing a
single worst failure mechanism in reinforced soil should
be replaced by the concept of analysing many surfaces
(including all the similar critical surfaces in zone I) on
which stability and equilibrium is equally important. It is,
of course, usually possible to identify a surface on which
the factor of safety is a minimwn. But factors of safety
only marginally greater than this minimum will equally be
found on many other potential failure surfaces.

6.3 Minimum required stress for
equilibrium

Limit equilibrium analysis, coupled with a safe stress
analysis, appears to determine to within a few percent the
minimum requiredforce (or stress) that the reinforcement
must provide to maintain equilibrium in steep reinforced
slopes and walls. Gudehus (1972) discusses the method
applied to unreinforced retaining walls.

The calculated magnimde of the maximum required force
for equilibrium using two-part wedge and the logarithmic
spiral analyses (for dry slopes) is exactly equal for walls,
and within a few percent for most slope cases, Jewell
(1990). The two-part wedge analysis is less satisfactory in

dry slopes that are close to the angle ofrepose (no required

6.2. Catsequences of similarin
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reinforcement force). The agreement in the calculated
required force is accompanied by a close similarity in the
geometry of the most critical mechanisms, shown in
Figure 33 for a slope B = 80°, and for mobilised angles of

friction o'_ = 20°, 30° and 40°.

The maximum required forces for equilibrium calculated
by Leshchinsky and Boedecker (1989) using a logarithmic
spiral analysis and for horizontal reinforcement agree
exactly with those by Jewell (1980), Figure 34.

These requiredforces (from logarithmic spiral analysis)
are also only just less than the "safe" values from stress
ñeld (or lower bound) analysis published by Caquot et al
(1973), and recently checked independently by Houlsby,
(1979). The difference between the limit equilibrium and
the stress field analyses is not more than 5%, and usually
less than 3% over most of the range (Jewell, 1990).
Fru-ther, the logarithmic spiral analysis can be expressed as
an upper bound solution to the stress field's lower bound,
theoretically bracketing the "correct" solution. An
example of a lower bound stress characteristic field for a
steep slope [3 = 70° is shown in Figure 35.

Therefore, it would appear that great confidence can be
placed in the published values of required force for
equilibrium. These are expressed as a required earth

pressure coefñcient KR_ so thatP." = KmyH 212, in the

._ case of no surcharge 4, = 0, Figure 34.

Where there are porewater pressures in the soil (r, > 0) it is

currently possrble only to do limit equilibrium analysis.
There is added confidence, however, from agreement
between separate limit equilibrium analyses. Such
agreement was found between the results from two-part
wedge and logan'thmic spiral mechanisrns by Jewell
(1990) when deriving design charts for steep slopes in

which r.I = 0.25 and 0.50.

6.4 Required |ength: Overall equilibrium

Limit equilibrium analysis also be used to find (1) the
required reinforcement length to maintain overall
equilibrium, the dimensions of zone 2, and (2) the effects
of a practical reinforcement layout on the equilibrium in
zone 1.

The illustration in Figtn'e 36 shows the minimum
provision of stress required to maintain equilibrium in
zone I, together with the most critical mechanism through
the toe, OF. A reinforcement layout with varying length
has been illustrated, and the bond length needed to enable
the allowableforce to be mobilised in the reinforcement is
marked on with a dotted line.
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Overall equilibrium is checked by examining potential
failure surfaces through zone 2 and the unreinforced soil

behind (zone 3), such as on the surface OG in Figure 37.

The reinforcement length is chosen to allow equilibrium to

be maintained with only the available force from the

intersected layer-s P., allowing for bond. All potential

failure surfaces which intersect the back of the reinforced
zone need to be checked.

'Die equilibrium in zone I is also disturbed by the selection

of a practical reinforcement layout with a ñnite length. As

shown in Figure 38, the lack of bond at the top of the slope
reduces the available stress in zone 1.

There many different combinations of reinforcement

length and spacing which will satisfy equilibrium, and

balance in varying degrees increased reinforcement length
with reduced reinforcement spacing. The solution adopted

by Jewell (1990) to derive the design charts for steep

reinforced slopes and walls is summarised below to
illustrate one such combination.

6.4.1 Solution for design charts

Tne solution described below aimed to balance economy

of reinforcement material with simplicity for design chart
presentation.

Reinforcement with constant length L, was selected to

satisfy overall equilibrium. The calculation for the

minimum required length was shown in Figure 37. For the

design charts, the full allowable capacity of the

reinforcement (KW) was used ignoring the qiects of bond,

Figure 39a. The resulting maximum required length LR/H

for this equilibrium is recorded in the design charts.

The reason for the above choice is that the calculated

minimum required length L,/H , Figtue 40a, is independent

ofthe reinforcement bond Characteristics. The effects of

bond are cornpensated for by reducing the reinforcement
spacing to increase the available stress for equilibrium.
The design chart gives the basic required stress for

equilibrium in zone I KM, and this is increased to a higher

design value K, to compensate for the loss of available

stress. Figure 39e. An empirical (safe) relation for this

increase, ter-med the bond allowance, was derived as
follows

Kkaç
Kd=m ...(26)

6.4. Required length: Overall equilibrirøn
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where L. is the reinforcement length andL, is the bond

length at the base of the slope needed to develop the
allowable force in the reinforcement, Figure 39h.

Internal equilt'brium in :one 1 is also disturbed by
reinforcement bond, Figure 41, and, again, this can be
amended by increasing the provision of reinforcement in

the slope. A minimum required stress då. is defined for

all depths above a critical depth 2,,,. One (safe) solution is

to choose 2,-, at the intersection of the most critical

mekanism, OF, and the locus of the required bond length,
Figure 41b. Such a provision of reinforcement ensures

thatthefullstressKM canbemobilisedonallthest'milar

critical surfaces such as AE and BD.

The final design envelope of required stress for the slope

with uniform reinforcement length L,/H may now be

constructed as shown in Figure 42. In most slopes
reinforced by geotextiles and polymer grids the increased
provision ofreinforcement to allow for bond normally
amounts to no more than 5%, because of the short bond
lengths (Section 8).

6.5 Required length: Direct sliding

The possibility ofa reduced shearing resistance acting
on the plane immediately above (or directly below) a layer

' of reinforcement requires a check on direct sliding,
Figtn'e 43. A wedge mechanism is suitable for this
analysis, and Jewell (1990) used the "full" two-part wedge
mechanism illustrated. This analysis finds shorter lengths

' than the sirnpler two-part wedge mechanisrns with an

assumed vertical wedge boundary (63 = 90°, used by

Jewell et al (1985), Schmertmann et al (1987) and
Leshchinsky and Boedecker (1989).

If critical, the direct slidt'ng mechanism governs the
required reinforcement length at the base ofthe slope,
Figure 40h. ln these cases it is permissible to reduce the
reinforcement length uniformly with depth to the length
required for overall stability at the crest, Figure 40a.

6.6 Comments on design charts

There is now substantial agreement on design charts for
steep slopes made from dry frictional soil.

The original charts of minimum required force for slopes
in the range B = 30° to 80° derived by Jewell et al (1985),
using a Simplified wedge analysis, were confirmed by
Schmertmann et al (1987). Leshchinsky has applied
variational calculus to a logarithmic spiral analysis of the
problem (Leshchinsky and Reinschmidt, 1985, and

Leshchinsky and Volk, 1985) and presented design charts
for dry slopes B = 45° to 90°, Leshchinsky and Boedecker
(1989). The slightly lower required forces found by
Leshchinsky, compared with the previous work using
simøiñed wedge analysis, are now supported by the
analysis ofJewell (1990). Finally, there is the additional
evidence that the calculated required forces are correct
from separate stress analysis, Section 6.3.

The charts for minimum required length in very steep, dry
slopes 8 > 65°, are in substantial agreement. For flatter
slopes, the minimum length required to avert direct sliding
calculated by the "full" wedge analysis of Jewell (1990) is
of the order 20% to 40% less than that determined by
simplified wedge analysis.

There is a striking difference, however, and this is in the
required length for overall stability in flatter slopes
;3 < 65°. Schmertmann et al (1987) and Leshchinsky and
Boedecker (1989) give a much shorter required
reinforcement length at the crest than Jewell (1990). The
reasonappearstobethatthereisnoexamination ofthe
overall equilibrium mechanism illustrated in Figure 38 in
theotherwork. Thisresults in whatappears tobean
;under-provision of reinforcement for overall stability.
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'Ihe design charts for steep slopes by Jewell (1985, 1990)
allow for porewater pressure through the porewater

pressure coefñcient r_ = u/yz. The design charts by

Murray (1985), deve10ped further by Schneider and Holtz
(1986), for the flatter slopes 13 < 40° encountered in slip
repair works, also allow for porewater pressures in this
way. Clearly, an allowance for porewater pressure in
reinforced soil design is an urgent requirement ifpoorer
fill materials are to be used.

7 Reinforeed soil walls

The independent agreement achieved in the analyses
derived for the design of steep slopes (Section 6) appears
also to apply to reinforced soil walls B = 90°, Leshchinsky
and Boedeker (1989), Jewell (1990). Two important
differences between these steep slope solutions (as applied
to vertical walls) and the conventional practice for walls

arediscussedbelow,forthedrycaser_=0.

It is worth remarkingon a subtle, but significant point.
The new analyses for reinforced soil use design values for
the parameters directly in the analysis and check for
equilibrium (equality between required and available
forces). This is not only consistent with the use of partial
factors of safety, but also removes the inconsistencies in a

7. Reinforced soil walls
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calculated lumpedfactor of safety which can arise from
different algebraic expressions of the same equilibrium
equation (Burland et al, 1981).

The main source of inconsistency with a lumpedfactor of
safety in reinforced soil is in whether the reinforcement
forces are assumed to (a) increase the resistingforces, (b)
reduce the disturbingforces 01' (c) are split into
components allocated separater to each side. These
differences vanish when the lumped factor of safety equals
unity. However, calculated values of lumwd factors of
safety above unity depend markedly on the choice of (a),
(b) or (c) above. This makes comparisons between
different methods of analysis difficult, and, as importantly,
an inappropriate choice in the algebra can give a false
impression of security in design.

7.1 Stress due to overturning

The first important difference between the new and the
conventional analysis concerns the stress equilibrium.
Figure 44 illusuates the equilibrium envisaged by Jewell
(1988, 1990) for a simple dry vertical slope (B = 90°) with
horizontal reinforcement and no externally applied loads.

The basic required stress for equilibn'um oM = VK ,

increases with depth and is due only to overburden
pressure. For the vertical case,

KR., = (1 - sin dra/(l + sineQ), and for polymer

reinforcement in compact granular fill a design angle of

friction o', = e', is recommended, Section 3.5.

'- Overall equilibrium is satisfted following the procedure
in Section 6.4, leading to an additional stress

aboveKM provided in the structure to compensate for the

effect of reinforcement bond, Figure 44a For designs
using the chart solutions the design earth pressure
coefñcient K, may be determined from the empirical

relation K, = K,,,/(1 -L,/L,), equation (26). A separate

provision allows for the effect ofreinforcement bond on
internal equilibrium, by means of a minimum required

stress at the crest oda, Section 6.4.

The significant factor shown by Figure 44 is that the thrust
from the unreirgforced backfill (zone 3) is supported by the
reinforced ñll without afecting the internal equilibrium in

zone 1. In other words, the thrust Pp, which acts on the

back of the reinforced zone GI, is held in moment
equilibrium by a non-uniform distribution of normal stress
acting on the inclined plane 01. The horizontal
equilibrium is maintained by the available soil shearing

resistance and the available reinforcement force, P., acting

on this same, less critically inclined plane. The

equilibrium is checked to ensure 'that no tension is implied

in the soil on planes through the toe at angles in the range

tan°1(H/L,) 2 6 2 0. This includes the plane OJ (6 = 0°)

which beats non-unifonnly on the foundation soil.

The above stress equilibrium is in marked conttast to the
conventional design assumption for reinforced soil walls,

which assumes an increase in vertical stress due to

overturning in zone 1 an all horizontal planes up the wall.

Extra reinforcement is then provided to resist this
increased vertical loading. At the base of the wall, for

example, the maximum required horizontal stress is

conventionally calculated to be K.(o,)m, Figure 44.

7.1.1 Origin of the overturnlng analysis

The now conventional overturning analysis was

intmduced by Schlosser and Long (1974) when they

observed that failure in model reinforced earth walls

developed rapidly once a single (most highly stressed)

reinforcement layer had ruptured. They used the

overturning analysis to provide a pessimistic assessment

of the maximum possible vertical stress which might have
to be supported in the reinforced soil. However, when

they applied the analysis to their model retaining wall

tests, Schlosser and Long found that the reinforcement
forces were over-predicted, and the measured failure

heights in their walls were under-predicted. Lee (1976)

found exactly the same difference when applying the

analysis to his model tests, but obtained adequate

agreement for measured collapse heights when he ignored

the effect of overturning (following Schlosser and Vidal,

1969). Lee recommended the original calculation, arguing

that the reinforced body is too flexible and similar to the

rest of the backñll to warrant treatment as a separate
suucmre".

Juran and Schlosser (1978) commented on the overturning

analysis asfollows: 'this approximate approach raises a

major theoretical difñculty, for as the soil is assumed to be

at Rankine's state of stress (61 = 0, = 107, 0,, = Kp.) any

other hypothetical distribution of vertical stress is

incompatible with the equilibrium conditions of the

considered zone". But added "however, as it (the

overturning analysis) leads to a more pessimistic

estimation of the tensile forces developed in the strips it is
currently adopted for the internal design of reinforced

earth retaining walls".

7.l. Stress due to overturning
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'lhe original support given to the overturning analysis by
Schlosser and Long (1974) was that the "agreement was
satisfactory for full-scale striicnn'es". By this was meant
that the back-analysed earth pressure coefñcients from
forces measured in full-scale reinforced earth walls
substituted into the averturning analysis corresponded

approximately with K.. Lee (1976), ignoring averturning,

back-analysed his field data to ñnd the maximum tic

forces correspond fairly closer with the K, earth pressure

line".

The point is of great practical significance. The
increase in vertical stress allowed for in the overtuming
analysisinpractical designcanbeoftheorderBOQBto
70%, depending on the soil properties and the
reinforcement length. This increases directly the need for
reinforcement, and penalises those using shorter
reinforeement lengths.

Surprisingly, there appears to be little direct evidence
gathered to support the overturning analysis. Certainly
there is evidence of non-uniform vertical stress at the base
of reinforced soil walls (as envisaged on the plane OJ in
Figure 44) but little (if any) evidence for such non-uniform
vertical stress on horizontal-.planes in zone 1 of the
reinforced till. lt must be recognised, however, that this
lackofdataisinnosmallpartduetothepractical

a.. difñculties in reliany measm'ing soil stresses with
"earth-pressme cells. Those doing numerical analysis on
reinforced soil walls also appear not to have examined the

* distribution of vertical stress on horizontal planes through
reinforced zone, again focussing on stresses at the base

of the wall. Such numerical data would cast valuable
light on the question.

For reirgforced earth walls (metal strips) the back-analysis
of earth pressure coeffrcients from field data already
includes the allowance for the increased vertical stress,

Schlosser (1978). This ensures empirical consistency
when the same combination of increased vertical stress
and reduced earth pressure coefñcient are substituted back
into the design equation, and when the overall length of

the reinforcement is similar (L,/H - 0.7).

However, if indeed the need for reinforcement to support
addiu'onal vertical stress from overturning in zone 1 is
fictitious, and there is increasing evidence that it is, then
walls designed with polymer reinforcement materials -
which are able to allow active pressures to develop -
would be signiñcandy penalised by the overturning
analysis.
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To derive a consistent and rational set of analyses for

reinforced soil which can be applied both to polymer and

metallic reinforcement materials, it will be necessary to

conduct an open and rigourous reassessment of some of

the basic assumptions made in the earlier work. In this
respect, the increasing trend of presenting earth pressure

data for reinforced soil walls simply in terms of the
vertical overburden pressure is to be applauded, for

example Anderson et al (1988).

7.2 Relnforcement force distributions

The second important difference between the new and

the conventional analysis for walls is in the reason for the
pattern of forces observed in the reinforcement.

The analysis derived from slopes envisages an idealised
equilibrium with uniform reinforcement force within zone
I, defined by the most critical mechanism through the toe,

the plane wedge 0A in Figure 45a (drawn for o'_ = 35°).

To allow for reinforcement with frnite length, LR/H = 0.8

in Figure 45, Jewell (1988) derived two limiting states of

equilibrium which aimed to bound the actual equilibrium

in a reinforced soil wall. The philosophy is to cope with

uncertainty not by trying to find an exact answer (which

may not even exist given the variable influence of

construction) but rather by seeking limiting solutions
which are expected to bound the answer. As will be

shown, the calculated maximwn force in the

reinforcement, P", = Karm., is the same for both bounds.

The uncertainty for walls is more in the variation of force

along the reinforcement length.

The ideal length case provides reinforcement force to

maintain equilibrium on plane wedges at any angle

through the toe of the wall, Figure 45a. The required
reinforeement force then reduces gradually from a

maximum on the wedge OA (at an angle 6 = 45 +e'_/2 to

the horizontal), to zero on the wedge 08 (at an angle

6 = eg).

The truncated length case examines the minimum possible

length ofreinforcement required at each depth in the wall

if equilibrium on two-part wedges is to be by

reinforcement carrying only the basic required stress

needed in zone 1. This minimum length is shown by the

line AC in Figure 45a, for o'_ = 35°.

7.2. Rdnforcernent force
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The uncertainty in the predicted force in the reinforcement
layers at depths 0.151] , 0.5H and 0.851! is shown in
Figure 45b. For completeness in this tim, 3 bond length

has been allowed using a typical value L,/H = 0.13, where

L,isdrebondlengthatthebaseofthewall,8ection8.

The region with heaVy shading oab shows the force
distribution required for both equilibrium solutions. 'Ihe
region with lighter shading shows the range of uncertainty
(the difference) between the two bounding solutions. This
analysis is easily repeated for any mobilised soil strength

50°2o'_ 220°and ratioL,/H, using the solutions in

Jewell (1988).

The theoretical force distributions in Figm'e 45h show that
a unique prediction is made for the mardmum
reinforcementforce. In the upper-half of the wall bond
intervenes and limits the length of reinforcement which
carries the maximum force. In the lower-half of the wall
reinfacement force is mobilised over a much shorter
length, and may reduce to zero over a relatively short
distance, well within the available length of the
reinforcement (bond permitting).

Just such a pattern of reinforcement forces is increasingly
being reported from measurements on polymer grid and
geotextile reinforced soil walls and slopes. See, for
example, Fukuda et al (1986), Minami et al (1987),
Bathurst et al (l988a and b), Fannin and Hermann (1988),
Hada et al (1988), Adib (1988) - the data from the recent

,_;FHWA series of experimental reinforced soil wall and
»s10pe Structures - and Jaber (1989) - recent centrifuge tests
.on model reinforced soil walls. Simao et al (1990) also
report similar ñeld data to this conference.

7.2.1 Influence of the face

The face boundary is crucial to the equilibrium
described above. With soft wrap-around construction
the reinforcement force can drop to zero at the face. The
mobilised reinforcement force can also be reduced
adjacent to panel facings through (a) "slack" at
connections, (b) local deformation and articulation at the
face, and (c) the influence of poorer placement of till
(particularly around connections) and lesser compaction
adjacent to the face.

A reduction in the available reinforcement force in the
vicinity of the face requires reinforcement layers, at higher
elevations, to carry greater force to maintain equilibrium,
as illusuated schematically in Figure 46. This distorts the
predicted force distrrbutions derived assuming an ideal
facing by reducing the force at the face and increasing (by
a compensating amount) the force in a zone somewhat

further back from the face (but within zone 1) in

reinforcement layers higher in the wall. The same pattern

of re-adjustment in force also occurs when less well

compacted ñll immediately behind the face settles (under

self-weight) with respect to the well compacted soil,

thereby shedding some self-weight loading onto the main

body of the ñll.

Forthesereasons, (l) themaximwn valueofforcein a

reinfa'cement layer is expected to be somewhat greater

thanthatcalculated fortheideal equilibriurn (upto 10% or

20%), and (2) a certain variability in the mobilised

reinfcrcement forces from place to place is expected

resulting from construction influences.

'Ihe recommended approach to deal with such variability

in design is simply to determine the expected maximum

force (and force distribution) for the ideal equilibrium and

recognise that the maximum mobilised force may slightly

exceed the calculated value. This expected variability can

be taken into account (l) when choosing the design angle

of friction, or (2) by application of a partial factor 1.1 to

1.2 to the calculated ideal value.

'Ihe same philosophy would not allow a lesser force than

the maximum calculated value to be assumed in design at

the connection with the facing, because of the variable

influence of construction.

Such an approach to design is in wntrast to the emphasis

currently placed on 3 line of nrardmwn tension. When

examining measured data on reinforcement forces it is

often extremely difficult to pick out such a line, because

(1) the magnitude of force along the reinforcement can be

rather uniform in zone 1 and (2) there is a quite significant

variabiliry in force along the reinforcement (as recorded

by the strain gauges).

These difficulties are well illustrated by the numerical

analysis and centn'fuge modelling of walls at the

University of California, Berkley. Numerical analysis,

like idealised stress analysis, contains few (if any) ofthe

construction variabilities. The calculated reinforcement

forces vary only gradually with position and there is no
distinct line ofman'mwn tensr'on line, Collin (1986), Abid

(1988). Centrifuge modelling, on the other hand, does

reflect construction variabilities, making it difficult (if not

impossible) to pick out a single mänum tension line

from the variable strains which are measured, Jaber

(1989).

- 19 ' 7.2. Reinforcement form distributions
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7.3 Compaction

The potential influence of compaction is to lock force
into the near surface reinforcement under the localised

surcharging from the compaction equipment. The
pessimistic assurnption is that the reinforcement should be
proportioned to support the lateral stress caused by

compaction in order to avert the risk of damage to the
reinforcement from temporary over-loading.

Compaction theory is well developed through Broms
(1971), Ingold (1979). Duncan and Seed (1986) and

Bolton (1990). The expressions given by Bolton set the
useful bounds to the maximum horizontal stress induced

by compaction. The limits express the lateral stress

induced by compaction om in terms of the total

maximum force per unit length of the roller Q, imposed by
the joint action of gravity and irnposed cyclic acceleration,

and the unit weight of the soil 7,

0.9xlåçz om, 20.454??

The range is caused by the amount of elastic rebound on
removal of the compactor. The typical range of lateral

"- stress induced by compaction of granular soils is IOIcN/m2
to 301Wlm2.

' For example, a typical a middle range vibrating roller has
- a mass per unit width 2000kg/m and a dynamic force

...(27)

Strength and Deformation in Reinforeed

7= 19m/m3, d'g = 32°, o; = 39.5° and o', = 29°,

compacted under Q =40kN/m. (Zero porewater pressure

r.I = 0 have beenassumed for simplicity).

The maximum design stresses. are calculated from
overburden pressures only, 0 , = (q, +72), and the

surcharge q, = 0 lzN/m2 in this example.

For mensible reirtforcement, (ra.u > 1%), design is based

on the critical state angle of friction so that the design

earth pressure coefñcient K, = (1 -sin (iQ/(l + sin o'g).

The lower of the range of compaction stress is used for

atensible reinforcement so that om, = 0.415425. The
design envelope is shown in Figure 47a. The expected

equilibrium is at K., (although it may well be as low as

lg), and no more than about 50% of the compaction

induced stresses would be expected to remain in the long
term, due to stress relaxation or creep.

For inextensible reinforcement, (e.n - 0%), design is also

based on the assumption that the soil has a peak strength
equal to the critical state angle of friction, so that the

design earth pressure coefñcient (K,)° :(1 - sin 0;). The

higher expected compaction stresses are allowed for

inextensible reinforcement so thatom = 0945?. The

design envelope is shown in Figure 47h. The expected
'" factor 2, delivering Q = 40 ;dv/m which generates a

. i maximum residual compaction stress in the range
;V :Stil/m2 2 om,2 leN/mz.

equilibrium is at (K,)x = 1- sin o'k, and only about 50% of

the compaction induced stresses would be expected to
remain due to vibration, low effective stresses and

The possibility that bond might intervene to reduce the

magnitude of force in the reinforcement induced by
compaction once the compactor has moved on and the low
vertical effective stresses in the soil are restored could be
considered, particularly for strip reinforcement. Although

this would be instructive for matching residual
reinforcement forces with compaction theory, it is unlikely

to allow a reduced provision of reinforcernent for design.

7.4 Design stresses

The design required stress for simple retaining walls can
now be illustrated for extensible and (perfectly)

inextensible reinforcement, and allowing for compaction.

The expected equilibrium stresses are also indicated,
(Section 5.5).

The example shown is an 8m high wall with no surcharge

(for simplicity) and a typical well eompacted granular till
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"slackness" at the face.

The design and expected Stress distributions in Figure 47
are intended to provide the same degree of safety against
rupture of the reinforcement for both enensible and
inenensible reinforeement materials, Sections .5. If failure
by lack of bond is envisaged, the deformation in the soil
allowed by relative slip will enable higher shearing
resistance to be mobilised with inextensible reinforcement.

Note that to allow for the effect of reinforcement bond,
some additional reinforcement will be required to ensure
that the stresses indicated in Figure 47 can indeed be
mobilised, as described in Section 7.1.

7.5 Defermation

The understanding ofreinforced soil deformation was
increased significantly by the data recorded in the trial
reinforced soil walls built recently in Canada (Jarrett and

McGown, 1988). Two identical walls were built, one with

7.3. Cmipacnon
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a panel facing and the other with a full-height propped
facing. The recorded outward movement at the end of
construction at the top of the incrementally constructed
wall was approximately a factor 4 greater than for the
proppedwall construction (with a full-height facing). But
the magrütude and pattern of force in the reinforcement
layers were very similar in both walls.

This experiment showed clearly that there is an important
component of movement due to incremental construction
over and above the movement caused by extension in the
reinforeement. At any elevation in an incremental wall the
outward movement of the face with respect to the vertical
line through the original position of the lowest panel is
made up from (1) the elongation of the reinforeement layer
and (2) the position of the unstressed reinforcement
layer from the vertical line.

However, since the incremental component of wall
deformation (1) depends on variable factors such as the
precise compaction loading, slack in connections, whether
the panel rotates or translates etc., and (2) can be reduced
by suitable construction technique (placing and tilting of
panels), it is unlikely that any analysis can give more than
an indication of the order of movement to be expected.
Equations for incremental movement derived by Jewell

(1988) bounded the observed behaviour of the Canadian
trial wall. Adib (1988) has used a numerical analysis for
incremental movement to account for possible slip when
metal strip reinforeement is used.

7.5.1 Movement due to reinforeement

extension

The two bounding equilibrium stress distributions
described in Section 7.2 have been used by Jewell (1988)
and Jewell and Milligan (1989) to provide charts for the
hand calculation of horizontal movement in reinforced soil
walls due to reinforeement extension. These same charts
show the movement which results from creep, a changing
reinforeement strä'ness J with time. The charts in the later
publication also give the rnagnitude of vertical settlement
with distance behind the crest of a wall resulting from
creep in the reinforeement.

Stuprisingly, perhaps, the apparently very different bounds
to the expected force equilibrium provide a rather precise
prediction of face deformation, Figure 48. Since the two
bounds appear to encapsulate most of the pennutations
suggested forforce equilibrium in reinforced soil walls
(Jamen and McGown, 1988) they are likely torepresent
adequately the movement resulting from reinforeement
extension.

An interesting feamre of behaviour shown by the charts is
the effect of reinforeement spacing on deflection. When
practical, uniform spacing arrangernents are used, the large
deflections which would otherwise occur toward the crest
of the wall are reduced because each reinforeement layer
carries a lesser force than lower in the wall.

'Ihe charts illustrate well the difference in wall deflections
between the conditions assumed in design and the
expected equilibrium. For example, consider the

maximwn outward movement å_,/H for a wall with

unifomzly spaced reinforeement. The maximum outward
movement given in the charts by Jewell and Milligan
(1989) have been picked out and recorded in Figure 49 for

a typical granular soil with (V, = 32°.

The influence of the reinforeement strfness J is allowed

for by the non-dimensional measure of maximum outward

movement, SEJ/HP,... The maximum force at the base

of the wall is P., =K_s,s,,(w + 4.). so that the maximum

extension in the reinforeement en= 13...!! .

The example in Table 8 is for a wall with uniformly
spaced polymer reinforeement (geotextile or grid) with an
allowable force that causes a maximwn allowable

extension e_n = 3%. The maximum deformation for a

design with (V, = o', = 32° is compared with the

deformation when o'_ - o'_ = 45°, Table 8.

The higher mobilised shearing resistance reduces the
deformation by almost a factor 3, from 1.1% to 0.496. The
reduction is partly because of the reduced reinforeement

force, proportional to K., and partly because of the shorter

length of reinforeement which is stressed in the stronger

soil, indicated by the ratio ö_,J/HP,,,,.

For this 8m high wall the epected maximum outward

movement (due to reinforeement extension) is of the order
30m.

8 Bond, pullout and direct sliding

The two basic interaction mechanisrns between soil and
reinforeement, namer surface :hear and bearing, are well
undersde in principle. There is controversy, however,
surrounding the measurement of these parameters in
pullout tests. (1) For narrow strips the controversy is in
whether the local increase in stress which develops around
the reinforeement during a pullout test would actually
develop in a reinforced soil structure. (2) For polymer
reinforeement, the controversy surrounds the confusing
effects of reinforeement extensibility on the interpretation

8. Bard, pullout and direct sliding
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of pullout tests. A detailed review of these factors may be
found in Jutan et al (1988). The latter is discussed by
Palmeira and Milligan (1990) in their paper to the
conference.

Fortunately, perhaps, the practical implication of the
abovefor design appears to be limited for most reinforced
soil applications of geotextiles and polymer grids. The
reason being that these materials have a relatively large
contact area with the soil (whether for surface shear or
bearing), so that the allowable force can be mobilised over
relatively short bond lengths. As the emphasis in this
paper is on design, only a summary is given of the
knowledge on geotextiles and polymer grids, together with
recommendations on how the design parameters should be
determined. (This emphasis is not intended to detract from
the necessary debate on the detail of testing for interaction
properties, such as in Boulon et al (1986) and Palmeira
and Milligan (1989)).

8.1 Required parameters and tests

There are two interaction parameters required for
design, the bond capacity and the direct sliding resistance.
The former parameter govems the minimum required bond
length to mobilise the allowable reinforcement force,
while the latter determines the available shearing
resistance should a rupmre surface choose to align with the
plane of a reinforcement layer, Figure 50.

There are also two basic interaction mechanism between
grains of soil and the surface areas of reinforcement, skin
friction, tan ö, mobilised between the soil and plan area of

plane reinforcement surfaces, and bearing stress, 63/01,,

mobilised by soil bearing on reinforcement bearing
surfaces.

lt tums out that the maximum bond capacity and direct
slrding resistance for plane sheet materials such as
geotextiles (ie. no apertures) are one and the same, and as

a consequence may be measured either in a pull-out test or
in a modified direct shear test, Figure 50h and c. The
shearing capacity in both cases is due to skinfriction, tan 8,
a well accepted concept in soil mechanics.

The two interaction parameters are very different for grid
reinforcement, however. The bond capacity depends both
on skin friction and on bearing stress and can only be
measured in a pull-out test, Figure 50h. The direct sliding
resistance depends on sla'nfriction and the shearing
resistance of the soil within the grid apertures, and can
only be measured in a modified direct shear test
Figure 50d. To describe this grid interaction with a single
parameter is clearly a non-sense. For example, a grid with
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wider spaced longitudinal and transverse members might

have a relatively low bond capacity, because of the widely

spaced transverse members, but a relatively high direct
sliding resistance, made up almcst completely from soil
shearing over soil.

8.2 Equatlons for geotextiles and grids

The equations for bondand direct sliding can be
expressed for the general case of a grid, as defined in
Figure 51. The results for plane sheet materials
(geotextiles) can be recovered as a special case. The
equations are summarised as follows (Jewell et al, 1984).

8.2.1 Bond capacity .

The general expression for the pull-out force P, is

P, = 2L,W,o'_Ltanh'_ ...(28)

where the reinforcement dimensions are shown in

Figure 51, and I, is the bond caeficient, the proportion of

the available shearing resistance of the soil tano'_ which

may be mobilised over the total plan area of contact

(21.,W,). The maximum possible bond capacity is when

f, = 1.00, at which point a plane rupture surface would

form in the adjacent soil.

The component of the pull-out force due solely to skin

friction (13) . is

(1;)4= 2a,L,w,o'_ tan 8 ...(29)

where a., is the fraction of the reinforcement plan area

which is solid (ie plane surface area).

The component of the pull-out force due solely to bearing

stress (P,)u is

L,
(P )u = FBWrdb

where ct, is the fraction of each bearing surface area, BW,,

available for bearing and LJS is the number of bearing

surfaces.

The general expression for the bond coeü'icient from
equations (28), (29) and (30), assuming that the two
components of bond are independent and additive, is then

_ tanö (1.3 0 , 1

ft'a'imø'.]*(T)[E]5-ta'5$i

. . .(30)

...(31)

8.1. Required parameters and tests
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8.2.2 Direct sliding resistance

The resistance to direct sliding over the reinforcement

depends on skinfriction and shear of soil through the

apertures. The coqjicient of direct sliding få may be

expressed as

f... = 1 - a.[1 -åê-J ...(32)

8.2.3 Special case: geotextlles

. For geotextile sheets G., = 1.00 (ie. no apertures), and so

the bond coej'icient f, and the coejjicien: ofdirect sliding

f., are equal and depend only on skinji'iction tanö'tano'_,

equations (31) and (32).

8.2.4 Bearing stress

The bearing stress which can be mobilised against
reinforcement bearing surfaces is difficult to define.
However, it appears that a 34e estimate for a punching

failure around the reinforcement bearing surface provides
a safe measure for design

3:-' = :anor/4 + o'_/2)exp((1t/2 + 0;.) tan (if.) . . .(33)

as shown by the recent laboratory test data, Palmeira and

Milligan (1989), Figure 52. These researchers have also

shownthatatleastpartof'thescatterinthedataisdueto
particle scale eñ'ects, as illustrated in Figure 53. When the

ratio of the bearing surface thiclmess B is less than ten

times the mean particle diameter D,o there is a marked

increase measured in the bearing force which can be
mobilised. This increase becomes large indeed when the

ratio B/D < 3, which is the phenomenon often described

as "interlock". (But care must be taken in these cases for

practical grids that the particles can indeed penetrate the

grid apertures).

When B/D,o < 10, it is suggested (empirically) that the

calculated bearing stress in the soil may be increased by

thefactor

o , _ ZO-B/D _02

(air-(_10M
as shown in Figure 53.
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It hardly needs saying, that the transverse grid members
can only mobilise these bearing resistances if they have
sufñcient structural stability and stiffness to support the
envisaged loading. Such ability should be justiñed for
grid materials.

8.3 Values of interaction parameters

There seems to be overwhelrning agreement that the
value of the interaction coefñcients for geotem'les are in

the range 1.00 Zf, :få 2 0.60, and Williams and Houlihan

(1987) give a recent review of the data. The higher values
are for geotextiles with rough sm'faoes with respect to the
mean soil particle diameter. Such roughness may be
represented in a rational way along the lines introduced by
Kishida and Uesugi, (1987). New data is provided at this
conference in the papers of Christopher and Berg (1990)
and Garbulewski (1990).

The coqüicienr ofdirect sliding fd, for grids is usually in

the range 1.00 Zfå > 0.8. It is unlikely that either the skin

friction for the plane surface material of grid

reinforcement would be less than tan 5/tano'_ = 0.6, or the

plan area ratio of solid material to apermres greater than

G., = 0.5, which combination sets the lower limit when

substituted into equation (32).

The bond coejicient f, for grids depends signiñcantly on

the soil properties and the grid geometry. Safe values for
the bond coejicient may be determined from the data in
Table 9, which records separater the two components of
surface shear and hearing stress, equation (31). The data
is for the minimum likely skin friction tan 8/ tan o'= 0.6
and no allowance has been made for particle scale effects,
equation (34).

These results, even allowing for a possible doubling in the
component due to bearing stress from scale effects, show

dratgridgeomeuiesneedtobeoftheorderS/mB <25 if

the bond coeffrcient is to be close to unity. Grids with

.570,8 > 50 are likely to have bond coefñcient f, < 0.50.

Given the experimental difñculties in satisfacton'ly
measuring bond capacity for polymer reinforcement in
pull-out tests, it is suggested that the above analysis is
suitable for design purposes.

8.4 Bond length in slopes and walls

The bond length L, required to mobilise the allowable

reinforcement force at the bottom of a steep slope or wall
of height H is an important measure ofreinforcement bond

8.3. Values of interaction parameters
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in design (Section 6.4). The relation between pull-out
force and the reinforeement bond length was given in
equation (28), from which

L.. P... 1 1?MWh-,J
where the porewater pressure coefñcient r_ has been

included for oompleteness.

For dry, steep slopes of the order 8m high, built from

frictional soil, and reinforced by geotextiles or grids with

an allowable force Pm - ZOkN/m, the bond length at the

base of the slope is of the order Isa/H - 1/(80f,) or

L,/L, - 1/(100f,), equation (35). Thus the bond length for

all current geotextile and grid reinforcements used in steep
reinforced slopes is very short, for a wide range of the

bond coeüicientfå. This accords well with field

measurements.

 

8.5 Bond ln clay

There is an increasing interest in the use of
reinforcement in compacted clay fill for steep slope and
wall construction, see the papers to this conference by
Kutara et al (1990), Fabian (1990) and Christopher and
Berg (1990). It is interesting to extend the analysis of
bearing to the case of short-term undrained loading,
although the long-term drained behaviour of a reinforced
clay fill would govern stability at the end of the design

* life. This problem was examined by lngold (1985).

'Ihe bearing stress which can be mobilised at depth in clay

is approximately cr, - 10.:., for example Randolph and

Houlsby (1984). To make the comparison

63/61, = 105,/0'_ (where 0 , = 0 , for horizontal

reinforcement) it is necessary to evaluate the ratio s_/o',.

The above ratio of undrained strength to vertical effective
stress in clay is well described by the relation

[i] -FLJ OCR (36)
OJ' OCR 0,' NC .u

where OCR is the overconsolidation ratio and

(s,/o",)NC - O.25 for many clays, Ladd et al (1977).

The average overconsolidation ratio in a compacted ñll
would be of the order 1 to 5, from which the ratio

s,/o , s 3 to 10. This corresponds well with the efecrive
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stress values 03/0 , shown in Figure 52 for the typical

friction angle for clay o' - 20° to 25°. This adds
confidence to the analysis of bearing stress.

9 Embankments on soft soil

The benefits of inserting reinforcement at the base of an
embankment to be built over soft ground have been
extensiver substantiated by field trials, model studies and
finite element analysis (Bonaparte and Christopher (1987)
give a full review). Reinforcement maintains the
short-term stability of the embankment until oonsolidation
in the foundation and the accornpanying increase in soil
shearing resistance allows the soil alone to maintain
equilibrium, Figure 54.

The fundamental mechanics of unreinforced and
reirg'orced embankrnents appear to be well understood,
and these point to appropriate limit equilibrium analyses,
and to the circumstances in which numerical analysis is
essential. The envisaged behaviour influences stroneg the
choice of the material properties for the design stability
analysis.

The stability of e'mbanlcments is described here in terms of
the undrat'ned strength of the foundation soil, which is

likely to vary with depth. The principles apply equally to
efective stress analysis, but this requires knowledge of the
excess porewater pressure distribution in the foundation.

9.1 Surface bearing capacity

Simple bearing capacity theory illusu'ates well the
fundamental action of reinforcement in a reinforced

embankment on soft soil.

9.1.1 Outward shear stress

An embankment exerts combined normal stress and

outward shear stress on the underlying foundation soil, the
latter stemming from the equilibrium in the (frictional)
embankment fill, Figure 55. Outward shear stress reduces
the capacity of soft clay to resist vertical stress. For a clay

foundation of uniform strength s_ the reduced bearing

capacity is given by the expression

§={1+gms- a+m

where 0: = r/s, is a measure of the outward shear stress,

Figure 56. See Bolton (1979), for exarnple.

. . .(37)

9.1. Surface bearing capacity
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This analysis shows that the bean'ng capacity of clay can
be reduced by a factor 2 due to outward shear stress. A
reinforcement layer placed at the base of an embankment
is able to support the outward shear stress, and thereby the

lateral thrustPM, Figure 55d. This source of improvement

from reinforcement applies for all foundations including
those of uniform strength.

9.1.2 Inward shear stress

Lateral displacements occur beneath an embankment as
it is loaded toward the limiting bearing capacity,
Figure 57. The fill in an weinforced ernbankment cannot
support tensile force to resist such deformation, but this
can be resisted by reinforcement. The r'mvard shear stress
exerted on the foundation surface by the reinforcement
increases the bearing capacity of the foundation if (1) the
foundation strength increases with depth or (2) the soft
clay is of limited depth (Davis and Booker, 1973, Mandel
and Salencon, 1972).

9.1.3 Summary for reinforcement action

'Ihere are two separate sources of improvement from
reinforcement at the base of an embankment on soft soil.

First, reinforcement can support the lateral thrust

generated in the embankment till PM, thereby reducing the

disrurbing ourward shear loading which would otherwise
have to be supported by the foundation. This increases
stability.

Second, the reinforcernent can restrain the foundation
surface against lateral displacement, causing inward shear
stress, increasing the stability further.

These two mechanisms are shown clearly by numerical
analysis, in the shear stress distributions immediately
above and below the reinforcement, Rowe and Mylleville
(1988). The shear stresses can be integrated to evaluate

Pp, and PM. as shown by Hird and Jewell (1990), and by

Hird and Kwok (1990) to this conference. Outward shear
stress at the base of an embankrnent may also be observed
by direct measurement, as discussed by Milligan and La
Rochelle (1985).

There can be practical and construction advantages in
forming polymer grid reinforcement into a stiff matrress
for construction over soft ground, Paul (1988). As yet,
however, there is little theoretical support, Symes (1984)
and Low and Duncan (1985), or experimental data,
Busbridge et al (1985), to suggest that this conñguration
ofreinforcement adds a third mechanism of improvement
to the two tensile mechanisms described above.
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9.2 Plasticity analysis

Exactly as for standard hearing capacity analysis,

plasticity theory provides solutions for idealised problems

and a reference against which other analyses may be

checked.

For example, plasticity results for a soft clay foundation in

which the strength increases uniformly with depth, so that

the undrained strength at depth 2 equals r_ = s., + pz, are

given in Houlsby and Jewell (1988), Figure 58, extending

the work of Davis and Booker (1973). The cases are for

the full range of surface loading 1.0 2 a 2-1.0 where

(I: Ur.. The results show in non-dimensional form the

maximum vertical stress als, which may be applied to the

foundation at a distance (1) from the toe, px/s-. This is

the maximum possible ernbankrnent loading that the

foundation can support.

Generally, the increase of loading from the toe of the
embankment (ie the side slope) is the more critical loading

for hearing failure than the wbearing capacity" for the

whole embankment, Rowe and Soderrnan (1987) and

Voskamp and Risseeuw, (1987). 'lhe two cases are

equally critical when the crest is narrow. 'lhat the

side-slope is the main focus for design is shown in

numerical analysis by the critically stressed regions in the

foundation beneath the side slope and under the edge of

the crest, Rowe and Mylleville (1990) to this conference.

Plasticity analysis also indicates the form of the critical

slip lines in the foundation, as shown in the inset to

Figure 58 for an inward shear stress a = 175,, = 0.5. Note

the very localised shear deformation beyond the toe of the

embankrnent remarked upon by Davis and Booker (1973).

Bassett (1988), Jewell (1988), and more recently Hird and

Jewell (1990), have shown that simple limit equilibrium

analysis fa loading on a soft clay foundation, using

sliding blocks or slip circles through the foundation,

reproduce well the plasticity results in Figure 58. For a

foundation of limited depth, only the translational analysis

with sliding blocks or wedges works in all cases, the slip

Circle analysis overesa'mates stability in some cases.

Work in progress suggests that numerical analysis also

reproduces well the plasticity results, as indeed should be

the case. This could form a useful "benchmark" test for a

numerical analysis.

9.2. Plasticin analysis
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9.3 leit equllibrlum analysis

9.3.1 Slip clrcle analysis

Examination of the conventional slip surface analysis
for an embankment on soft soil, Figure 59, shows that it
contains the two disturbing forces of the lateral thrust in

the ñll,P,m, and the vertical loading from the

embankrnent, W. There are two separate modes of failure
which have to be assessed in stability analysis.

The first isfoundation srability which is checked to ensure
that the reinforcement can provide suñicient restraint
(inward shear stress) on the foundation surface to maintain
equilibrium against a hearing capacity failure, Figure 57.
Potential failure surfaces in the foundation are examined
(slip circles or wedges) driven only by the vertical loading
from the embankment. The gross horizontal force
required to maintain equilibrium is calculated and plotted
against the position on the reinforcement, to determine the
Iocus ofmaximum requiredforce, Figure 60a and c. The
available reinforcement force is limited by the bond
between the underside of the reinforcement and the

foundation soil, us., and so increases linearly with

distance from the toe of the embankment, Figure 60h. (See
also Section 9.7.3)

The assumption made for the analysis offoundation
stability is that the reinforcement can support entirely the

lateral thrust in the fill. (lf not, the thrust Pm would need

to be supported by the foundation causing outward shear
stress, invalidating the above analysis offoundation
stability).

The second check is for overall stability to ensure that the
reinforcement has adequate properties to support the grass
requiredforce including the lateral thrust from the fill,
Figure 61d. The maximum capacity of the reinforcement
is limited by the allowable force selected following the
procedures described in Section 4.1. As before, a separate
serviceability calculation should be carried out to ensure
the magnitude of expected lateral deformation is
acceptable, Section 9.5.

9.3.2 Two errors ln slip circle analysis

ln cases where the foundation depth is limited, or where
the strength increases rapidly with depth, the assumption
of a single slip circle mechanism passing through the
foundation and the fill can result in errors on the unsafe
side. The portion of the failure mechanism in the fill

determines the magnitude of the lateral thrust PM,

Strength and Deformation in Reinforced Soil

Figure 60d, which can be significantly nnderestimated by
the choice of a non-critical surface, caused by conditions
in the foundation.

To avoid this difficulty, Leshchinsky (1987) recornmends

the use of a logarithmic spiral mechanism, which reduces
to a circle in the soft clay, but cuts sharply upward through
the till. It may be sirnpler to decouple altogether the

calculation of PN, from the search for the most critical

circle (or other mechanism) in the foundation, Jewell

(1988). A plane Coulomb wedge in the till should

normally be adequate, and allow the check P,m - KM!2/2

to be made.

Comparison with the plasticity solutions has highlighted

a second, separate error in slip circle analysis on the
unsafe side for embankrnents on foundations of limited
depth D. Tokeep this error to within 10%, slip circle
analysis should only be used ifthe width of the
embankrnent is less than 6D for unreirtforced
embankments, and 4D for reinforced embanlcments,

Jewell (1988). Outside these limits it is best to assess
foundation stability by plasticity analysis, or by a block or

wedge method that reproduces more closer the

"squeezing" mode of failure.

9.4 Design values for stability analysis

An appropriate design life t, for a reinforced

embankment on soft clay would be of the order :go , the

time for 90% consolidation. The design temperature

should be the maximum temperature in the ground. The
relatively short design should reduce significantly the need

for extrapolation of reinforcement data to (1,, T4). Thus,

after allowance has been made for damage and the soil

environment, the material factor to be applied to the
reinforcement to determine the allowable reinforcement

force should be of the orderf_ - 1.3 to 1.5 (Section 4.1.6).

Similar to the approach for granular soils, the large strain

shearing resistance in the foundation soil is recommended
with only a small extra margin of safety. This strength

may be measured directly following the procedures
outlined by Trak et al (1980), known by the acronym

USALS, or through vane testing, Milligan and La
Rochelle (1985). This procedure may well be adequate

even for sensitive clays such as the Champlain Sea clay, to
which the USALS approach has been applied, but see

Rowe and Mylleville (1990) to this conference.

- 26 - 93. Limit equilibrium analysis
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In either case, the variation of undrained strength with
depth should correspond with the well established
relations between undrained strength, vertical effective
stress and current overconsolidation ratio, Wroth and
Houlsby, (1985). To provide a margin of safety on the soil

shearing resistance, a factor ofsafety FS, - 1.1 to 1.3

would be applied to derive the design value ofthe

foundation strength. The maximum expected unit weight

7..., and the critical state shearing resistance o', are the

suggested design values for the till.

The above selection of parameters for stability analysis is
summarised in Table 10.

9.4.1 Influence of consolldation

Consolidation in the foundation of a reinforced
embankment on soft soil is far from one dimensional, and
lateral tensile Strain often continue dming consolidation.
This has been measured in the field and predicted by
numerical analysis, see Bassett and Yeo (1988), for
example.

'lhere is no record of any problem from this source (ie.
well after construction) in a reinforced embankment By
thetime90%ofconsolidationhasoccurred inthe
foundation stability will be assured without need for
reinfa'cement force.

9.5 Deformation analysis

It has been usual to ensure acceptable deformation in an
ad hoc fashion by selecting an allowable maximum strat'n
limit for the reinforcement to determine the maximum

allowable force for stabilin analysis, see Bonaparte and
Christopher (1987) for a review. The typical range for the

allowable suain has been 3% to 6%, with values as high as
10% suggested for embankrnents on non-sensitive clays
where large displacements are acceptable. Further
evidence that this approach works well in practice is given
by Rowe and Mylleville (1990) to this conference.

It would be more fundamental, however, to separate the
concerns of deformation from those of stabiliry. However,
the link between mobilised reinforcement force and
mobilised soil shearing resistance needed for compatibility
is not strong in an embankrnent on soft soil. It is

correspondingly less easy to estimate the expected
equilibrium force distribution than, say, for a steep
reinforced slope, Section 5.4. There are some guidelines,
however.
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Numerical analysis has shown that very stiff reinforcement
(equivalent to steel) is required before active conditions do

not develop in the fill, Rowe and Mylleville (1988). When

very stiñ' reinforcement is used, horizontal stress even
higher than the at rest value can develop in the fill toward
the top of the embankment because of lateral compression
caused by settlement with no extension at the base, Kwok

( 1987) and Hird and Kwok (1990) to this conference.

However, for design with geotextile and polyrner grid
reinforcement it is safe to expect that a high proportion of
the available shearing resistance will be mobilised in the

frll,andsoc',, .oreveno', ,canbeusedforthe

calculation of the expected thrust Pm, together with the

expected unit weight.

Numerical analysis also shows that a high proportion of
the maximum available shearing resistance in the
foundation soil is mobilised before significant loading of
geotextile reinforcement occurs, Rowe and Mylleville
(1989) and (1990), to this conference.

The use of the parameters suggested below in a limit
equilibrium analysis should indicate the expected
distribution of force in the polyrner reinforcement, from
which the expected lateral displacement at the toe resulting
from reinforcement extension may be calculated The
magnitude of the displacement then depends directly on
the stiffness of the reinforcement, J, the adequacy of
which is being checked.

The emected reinforcementforce distribution would be
calculated using: (1) the expected geometry and loadings

in the fill and o'_ = og., and (2) the unfactored (FS, = 1.00)

undrained strength at large strain in the foundation,
allowing for any additional strength in the "crust".

The absolute minimum reinforcementforce would occur if
the lateral thrust in the fill failed to develop altogether,
because of pore-suctions or cementation, for example.
Deep tension cracks can be observed in reinforced
embankrnents, particularly in residual soils, or (in Europe)

in pulversied fuel ash. The required force for equilibrium

calculated with vertical loading only (Pm = 0) deterrnines

the minimumforce. This is often a very small proportion
of the maximum design force, if not zero.

There are no empirical guidelines to the acceptable lateral

displacement in a reinforced embankment. For most
routine applications it is unlikely that a lateral
displacement greater than about 0.5m would be
acceptable. and often less, Leroueil (1985). Although on
very soft, non-sensitive clays much greater displacement
may be acceptable, Schimelfenyg et al (1990).

9.5. Deformation analysis
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In spite of the current lack of guidance, designers are
encouraged to estimate expected forces and lateral
displacement at the toe, and make cornparisons with the
measured ñeld performance.

9.6 Case hlstorles

Useful new case histories are reported to the conference.
Schimelfenyg et al (1990) describe all the aspects of one

major project from materials testing, design,
instrumentation and construction through to the
monitoring of field performance. Fritzinger (1990)
describes the construction of a reinforced embankment
underwater using hydraulic fill. Jones et al (1990) report a
combined use ofreinforcement and settlement reducing
piles beneath a railway embankrnent over poor soil.

9.7 Miscellaneous aspects

9.7.1 Effect of the crust

The beneficial effect on stability of a "crust" on the

foundation is well established, see Humphrey and Holtz,
(1989) and Rowe and Mylleville (1990).

The influence of a cmst has been likened to a natural
reinforcement layer. This could be misleading since a
crust is unlikely to be able to carry tensile force. Rather
the crust provides benefit by working in compression at
the toe of the embankment to resist lateral translation in

° the foundation. A crust of thickness D, with an average

undrained shearing resistance s., would be able to provide

a gross lateral force at the toe approximately Pm = erDc.

Typical values of crust thickness D, = lm and strength

5., = 3OkN/m2 , lead to a maximum lateral stabilising force

Pm = 60kN/m, equivalent to significant reinforcement.

Care must be taken, however, because the significant local
heave so often observed at the toe of embankrnents on soft
soil would tend to "buckle" the compression strut formed
by the crust.

9.7.2 Multiple relntorcement layers

The design required force can be substantial in larger
embankments leading to the choice between one very
strong layer ofreinforcement or two layers spaced closer
at the base of the ernbankrnent Rowe and Mylleville
(1990) are now able to confirm at this conference the tacit

assumption made by designers that two closely spaced
reinforcement layers are almost indistinguishable from a
single layer.
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9.7.3 Bond at the toe

It is strictly incorrect to calculate the available bond
between the soil and the reinforcement at the toe of a

reinforced ernbankrnent using the undrained shearing
resistance of the soil. Under the low normal stresses
which apply in the vicinity of the toe, shear failure at the

reinforcement interface, where porewater pressures
dissipate rapidly, would be governed by effective stresses,
rather than total stresses, Garbulewski (1990). This
reduces somewhat the reinforcement force available to

resist foundation failure. In most cases this is of minor
practical significance.

9.7.4 Relntorcement klnks

The logic applied earlier to steep slopes would appear to
apply equally for embankrnents on soft soil. There are
very many potential slip sm'faces through the foundation
beneath a reinforced embankrnent which all depend on
reinforcement force for stability. A series of such surfaces
with equally critical stability could be found intersecting
the reinforcement at adjacent positions. To allocate any
additional stabilising benefit from a kink forming in the
reinforcement to one such sm'face, would require a similar
benefit for the adjacent critical surfaces. Since a kink
requires slip distortion along a single surface, then any
benefit from this source cannot be applied to any surface.

Evidence that this is the case comes from model reinforced

embankments taken to failure in centrifuge tests, Ovesen
and Larsen (1986), and the results of numerical analyses,

as in Bassett and Yeo (1988). These reveal the diffuse

nature of shear deformation in soft foundations beneath
reinforced embankments, and fail to reveal any "kinks"
developing in the reinforcement.

10 Unpaved roads

The analysis for unreirrforced unpaved roads is built

substantially on empiricism, Hammit (1970) and Webster

and Alford (1978). The suggested analysis for reinforced
unpaved roads has been deve10ped larger by extending
the empiricism to the reinforced case, Steward et al

(1977), Bender and Barenberg (1978), and Giroud and
Noiray (1981).

Perhaps the lack of a more fundamental knowledge of
unpavcd road behaviour is not surprising. The problem is
very complex, moving and repeated loading, but the
application generally low cost. Field conditions are
variable and construction procedures not very tightly

10. Unpaved roads
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controlled. Sophisticated methods of analysis are not
appropriate, and simple methods are required which reflect
the basic mechanics of the problem correctly.

Field experience indicates that roads which rut easily do
not perfonn well. Recent work shows that improvement
from reinforcement does not require rutting, and the new
data and analysis now offers the possibility of a design
method for unpaved roads which can be expressed in
conventional soil mechanics terms, Delmas et al (1986),
De Groot et al (1986), Houlsby et al (1989) and Milligan
et al (1989).

10.1 Fundamental relations for unpaved
roads

The fundamental relation for static loading is between
the dimensions and magnitude of the applied wheel load,
the thiclmess and properties of the fill, and the strength of
the subgrade. Ahlvin (1959) derived the original relation
between static load capacity, road thiclcness and
foundation strength,

_9.-1/_LJ
42" 8.1CBR 1:

expressed in imperial units, and where D is the road fill

thickness,A the tyre contact area, p the tyre pressure and
CBR the strength of the subgrade. (The net transmitted
loadP = pA ).

Ahlvin's equation suggests the following popcrtional

(ålalâl
where R is the radius ofa Circular loaded area.

Hammit (1970) extended this work with new data, and
modified equation (38) to reduce conservatism and deal
more directly with the influence of repeated loading. After
some approximation, two proportional relations may be
found in Hammit's correlations for the behaviour with N
repeated loadings. The load-carrying capacity of the road
reduces with repeated loading as

. N 'u °95-11-51 a(-) ...(40)
(PMS.) N.

where the subscript Om refers to conditions after many

cycles, and 0, to the static loading. N, may equal unity,

but since the applied load is moving, the road can often

sustain N, repeats of the load which would otherwise cause

failure if applied monotonically at one place.

...(38)

. . .(39)
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Alternatively, to maintain the same load-carrying capacity

for many repeated loads as would be required for the static

condition, the road thickness would have to be increased

as

D N -0.17

...(41)
c): .I

where D_ is the road thickness needed to resist N repeats

of the loading which could be supported by a road

thickness D, under static conditions.

10.2 Static analysis

Two main sources of improvement from reinforcement
have been suggested for the static capacity ofan unpaved

road.

The first and main source of improvement has been in the

assumption that the clay subgrade in a reinforced unpaved

road is able to support greater vertical loading than in the

unreinforced case. Examples from the literature are

summarised in Table 11, and the increased capacity due to

reinforcement is approximately 70%, often almost

irrespective of the reinforcement material properties.

The second source of improvement has been in the

analysis of the membrane formed by the dished shape of

the reinforcement as settlement and rutting develop. The

mathematics for this case can be quite involved, but the

calculated improvement in load carrying capacity over the
useful order ofrutting is often less than 15%.

A supplementary source of improvement in the reinforced

case has also sometimes been introduced by the

assumption of a larger angle of load spreading through the
fill.

10.2.1 New static analysis

A new method of analysis for both unreinforced and

reiriforced unpaved roads which appears to explain the

improvements introduced into the analyses above has been
presented by Houlsby et al (1989) and Milligan et al

(1989). The analysis is expressed in the familiar terms of

(1) required and available forces, (2) mobilised soil and

subgrade shean'ng resistance, and (3) detennines directly

the magnitude of reinforcement force needed to provide

the improvement in road capacity. The improvement from
the reinforcement does not require ruts to form.

10.1. Fundamental relations for unpaved road:
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The analysis is described to this conference by Houley
and Jewell (1990). The concept is that similar to the
embankment on soft soil, equilibrium conditions in the
granular till below the wheel loading requires a horizontal
stress to develop which at least can maintain active
equilibrium on the centreline beneath the load. When
surnmed, the horizontal stresses cause a disturbing

ounvard force Pm, which acts with the vertical applied

loading to cause failure, Figure 61.

As shown in Section 9.1.1, the need for the clay to develop

shear stress 1, to resist the net outward force reduces the

capacity to support vertical stress 0,, Figure 61. Indeed

the envelope of limiting bearing capacity shown in
Figure 56 can be used to define the limiting available
stresses which can be applied to the subgrade, Figure 62.

Notallofthe forcePMhastobesuppa'ted by the

foundation as some can be taken by the passive resistance

in the fill beyond the loaded area, Pr If a fixed mobilised

angle of friction in the ñll ej., and a fixed load spread

angle B are chosen, the required combination of normal
and shear stress at the clay surface required to support the
applied stress p plots as a straight line, Figure 62.

The point where the required stresses on the clay equal the
limiting available stresses determines the maximum
capacity of the unreiryforced road, a bearing capacity
factor of the order 3.7 in Figure 62.

If reinforcement is now included with sufñcient capacity
to support all the outward shear stress, then the clay
hearing capacity factor will be 5.14 for plain Strain, as
shown in Figure 62, or 5.7 for axi-symmettic loading. The
reinforced equilibrium shows directly the magnitude of
shear stress applied to the reinforcement, and hence the
requiredforce that must be supported to achieve the
desired equilibrium, Figure 62. Finally, the average ratio
of shear stress to normal stress which must be transmitted
to the reinforcement can be seen from Figure 62 to be of

the order f, < 0.5.

Th analysis provides a more fundamental static calculation
for unpaved roads which allows the use of design values
for the soil and the reinforcement properties, and factors of
safety as used in other applications. It also explains the
order of improvement assumed in the previous
calculations, Table ll, but shows (l) that the 7096
improvement is not always achieved, and (2) the
reinforcement force (and properties) which must provided
to achieve the improvement.
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The axi-synvnetric analysis described by Houlsby and
Jewell (1990) closer approximates the relation between
load-carrying capacity and fill thickness found in
Hammit's cor-relations for unreinforced roads.

Finally, the results of the above static analysis can be
summarised in useful charts, Houlsby and Jewell (1990).
The charts for a load spread angle B = 35° and for medium

strength clay s,/)R are shown in Figm'e 63. For a given

wheel loadP and contact area A = ?[32 the required road
fill thickness D/R may be deterrnined depending on the

soil strength properties b'_ and s... (Given pls, and e'_

read offD/R for the reinforced and unreiry'orced cases,
Figure 63a.

The required reinforcement force T,.,/s,R may be

determined by reading down to the lower chart for the
reinforced ratio D/R to find the appropriate line for the till

o'..

10.3 Cyclic analysis

The data being assembled on the capacity of reinforced
unpaved roads to resist repeated loading increasingly
suggest that not only does reinforcement improve static
load-carrying capacity, but it also reduces the rate of
degradation under repeated loading.

The trends for reinforced roads are shown in Figure 64
where the comparison can be made with the unreiry'orced
case. In a design for 1,000 or more repeated loadings this
second source of beneñt from reinforcement becomes very
significant For only few repeated loads N < 50, say, the

magnitude ofN, becomes significant The data indicate a

number in the rangel to°10.

Clearly there should be a minimum load level below
which the road should never fail to provide a lower cut-off
in Figure 64.

10.4 Design method

The new approach to unpaved road design would use
relations such as shown in Figure 64 to determine the

static loading p, which the road must be able to resist so

that the envisaged loading p = po, can be supported for

the design number of load repeats N. This requires a
choice to be made for the exponents in Figure 64 (nominal
values would be -0.3 for unreinfonced and -0.16 for
reinforced roads) and for the equivalent number ofcycles

for static loading (nominally in the range 1 to 10).

10.3. Cyclic analysis
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Appropriatefactorsofsafetywouldbeusedonthe
subgrade and 511 shearing resistances, and in the choice of
the load spread angle B to determine the required fill
thiclmess D for the road.

In the reinforced case, a material with adequate properties

to support the envisaged loading Th, would need to be

selected, bearing in mind the cyclic loading history that it
will sustain. The procedures described earlier (Section 4)
may be used to allow for damage etc.

As was the case for embankments on soft soil, relatively
little detailed guidance can be given on the magnitude of
tensile Strain in the reinforcement which is acceptable.
Burd and Brocklehurst (1990) give results to this
conference on the influence of the reinforcement stiffness
for the static analysis.

For roads in which significant rutting can be accepted an
allowable cumulative tensile Strain in the reinforcement of
the order 5% to 10% might be acceptable. Where rutting

is to be the allowable strain would need to be
reduced to the order 2% to 5%. It must be remembered
that at least part of the rutting occurs in thefill and
depends on the proportion of the 511 hearing capacity
which is being mobilised.

Future research must establish more preciser the benefits
provided by the stiffer reinforcements which can provide
equilibrium with only small deforrnations in the unpaved
road

i 11 Conclusions

The following conclusions summarise main points in the

Paper.

(1) A knowledge of the strength and deformation
properties of soil are a prerequisite to understanding
reinforced soil. Guidance on appropriate design values for

soil properties has been given in Section 3.

(2) Similarly, the strength and deformation properties of
the reinforcement must be known, as must the effect on
these of application in the ground. There is a strong
consensus on the necessary measurements and allowances
which must be made to derive the allowableforce for
design.

(3) Considering the action of reinforcement in terms of
required and available forces has been shown to clarify
the meehanics in the applications considered, and to
simplify the design calculation, both for stability and
deformation.
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(4) 'lhere is a strong measure of agreement for the design

of steep reinforced slopes, and it has been shown why the
deforrnations observed in the field are relatively small,
Section 6.

(5) Reasons have been given to suggest that the
conventional analysis for reinforced soil wall design may
be too conser'vative in the allowance for increased stress
due to overtttrning. If proved correct, this would reduce
substantially the requirement for reinforcement and
remove the penalty of adopting shorter reinforcement
lengths than hitherto, Section 7.

(6) The analysis and design for ernbankments on soft soil
is now well understood, but care is needed in the use of
slip Circle analysis which may be unsafe, Section 9.3.
Numerical analysis is still required to make reliable
estimates of embankment deformation.

(7) A new analysis for unpaved roads appears to offer a
more rational design method. The data suggest that
reinforcement irnproves the static load-carrying capacity
and reduces the rate of degradation under repeated load,
Section 10.2.

'Ihe objective of this paper was to illustrate the underlying
principles which link the diverse applications ofreinforced
soil. It is concluded that the appreciation of material
properties and the design methods which have been found,
and set out in this paper, do indeed provide the basis on
which uniforrnity of safety in reinforced soil design can be
achieved.
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'The practical value of a thorough grounding
in the theories of soil mechanics cannot
possiny be over-estimated. Although these
theories deal with idealised materials and
with ideal geological conditions, they
representthekeytotheintelligent solution of
the complex problems encountered in the
ñeld".
Terzaghi (1943)
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worthlessandmay even leadtodisaster... The
aim in the study of fundamentals is the
development of sound judgement".
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TABLES

Table 1. Development of tenslle straln with shear

ln granular soil.

 

'7 (V. 5 40'. no net tensile strain with shear

 

'f 0'.. > Ö'a strong development of tenslle strain with shear

  

'7 02. 2 0'.. 2 0'.

 

weak development of tensile strain wilh shear

  

Table 2. Peak angles of trlctlon ln typical compacted granular tills and

for routlne applicatlons (s',m < 150 kN/mz).

     

Relative density 10 70% 40%

Relative density index I, eqn. (6) 2.5 1

Peak angle of fn'ctiøn dj_ eqn. (7) 47.5' 40'

d', = 35° d', eqn. (8) 42.5' 38'

Peak angle of iriction p', eqn. (7) 425' 35'

d',=30° dj, eqn. (8) 37.5' 33'

      

Table 3 Requlred peak strength tor FS, = 1.3 and required relatlve density lndex.

 

  

 

  

 

 

i 95% Pmctor Optimum approximately corresponds to 1, 2 7.5
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DESIGN STRENGTH REQUIRED PEAK STRENGTH REQUIRED DENSITY INDEX

tb', = 4); tan 43'/tan (b', = 1.3 to achieve (tb'p - p'd)

1, *

300 37° 2.3t

35° 42° 2.3

1 calwlated from equation (8) assuming g" - e',

TABLES
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Table 4. Summary of procedure to select the maxlmum allowable relntorcement force for
stablllty analysls ln steep slopes and walls. (alter Jewell and Greenwood, 1988)

                  

PARAMETER SELECTlON DESIGN

Design life td End of the design life

Design temperature T, Maximum temperature in the ground, or lower if

justilled by superposltion

Reference strength (19:53) Reference strength at 0,, L)

Mechanical damage f, Depends on lill type and construction

Influence of environment fm Chemical, microbiological exposure for ((4, T,)

PV]
Field ( 1 r,T

Expected ñeld strength (Plim LJ få 1,_

Material safety factor fm Hallo expected strength to allowable lorce

(Pga): 1'
Allowable force (Paom f_

Chemical ageing test rm Heat-ageing check on chemical stabllity tm > 31,,
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Table 5 Range for partlal factors and default values. (after Jewell and Greenwood, 1988)

    

PARAMETER SUGGESTED VALUES OR RANGE DEFAULT*

Design temperature T, Justify lower than maximum by superpostion Maximum

Mechanical damage f; Typical range 1.0 to 1.6 1.6

Environment fm For 10>pH >4range 1.0to 1.1 1.1

 

Maten'al safety factor f, Depends on extrapolation ol data

      

no extrapolation 1.3

110g , cycle (10):) 1.5

210g10 cydes (100x) * 2.2

1 In the absenoe of supporting data to justify a iesser value.

1: Maximum exvapolation allowed.

Table 6. Design values for the retalnlng wall example.

  

    

Angles of friction 'o 29° Strenng at (za, L) På: 47 kN/m

(4%, = eg) '0 32° 1:, fa, = 1.5 P53 31.5 kN/m

1, = 2.5 ', 39.5° f_ = 1.5 P.u 21 kN/m

Loadings ym 20 kN/m3 ideal spacing 15 laycrs 315 kN/m

H 10m

Design required force PM 310 kN/m Uniform spacing 30 layers 630 kN/m

Modulus Gi/s' 300 Modulus at (1,, 7;) J4 500 mm:

s'lm z lSOkN/m2
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Table 7. Approximaie "rule of thumb" between maximum average
iensile straln and relnforcemem spaclng arrangement.

         

ideal spaclng Uniform spaclng Uniform spaclng
two :ones one zone '

Design equllibrlum * em 0.75:ln 0.58.u

Expected equillbrlum * O.7t-:.1l 05:e.,l 0.358.u

1' Allowabie slrain e. -PJJ, for properlies at (14.11,).

t Assuming approximaie ratio KJK_ - 0.7

Table 8. Comparison of difference between design and expected
maximum defiecllon in a wall relnlorced by poiymer material.

      

 

     

DESIGN EXPECTED

Frlction angle o', 32° 45°

5..1
Maximum movement ;17,- 0.38 0.25

ha

Earlh pressure K, 0.31 0.17

P

Maximum extension -7-1'- 0.03 T 0.03 xåg

öm

Maximum movement 7;- 0.0114 0.004]

1.196 0.496

1* Assumed allowable slrain a_ a: P41, for design at (101)).
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Table 9. Bond coemctents for grid relntorcement, equatlon (31).

Select the components for the grid parameters 0:, and S/a,B.

Note tanö'tano'= 0.6, and recall f, 5 1.00.

Component off, from surface shear

     

   

     

 

       

 

 

 

 

m 0' V 0' 0 b'
25° 30° 35° 40° 45°

OJO om; (MB 015 006 006

0.25 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15

0.50 030 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30

Component off, from hearing stress *

å t' t' o' t' o'
25° 30° 35° 40° 45°

1 0 0.43 0.50 0.63 0.86 1.00

25 0.17 0.20 0.25 0.34 ' 0.51

50 0.09 0.10 0.13 0.17 0.25

100 0.04 0.05 . 0.06 0.09 0.13

1' Subject to a maximum doubling from panicle size effects, om (34).
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Table 10. Design values and partlal factors for the stablllty analysls ot embankments on soft

          

soll.

PARAMETER SELECTION DESIGN

RElNFORCEMENT

Design life r, Select time tor90% consoiidab'on :90

Follow procedures in Table 4 to arrive at:

. ( ha), 1'
Allowable rainforcement force (1941),., I '

SOlL FOUNDATIDN

<:.
Design son shearing resistance (5,)4 Large strain shearing resistance, FS, = 1.1 - 1.3 754

SOIL FILL

Shearing resistance o', Large strain shean'ng resistance oj,

Unit weight 7 Maximum expected unit weight 7,.,

   

Table 11. Values of NC = o/s, In the clay subgrade suggested ln current unpaved road design

methods. (Milllgan et al, 1989)

  

  

   

Authors Unrelntorced Relntorced improvement

Stewart et al (1977) 3.3 6 82%

Bender 8 Barenberg (1978) 2.8 5 79%

Glroud 8 Nolray (1981) 3.14 5.14 64%

De Groot et al (1986) 3 5 - 67%
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Required Required
__ stress force
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Figure 1. Limit equilibrlum analysis oi equilibrlum in a verllcai wall.
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Figure 2. Stress analysis of equilibrlum in a vertical wall.
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Figure 3. Required and available relnlorcemenl force.

 

Figure 4. Equlllbrlum stresses ln lrlcilonal soil
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Figure 5. Mobiiised shearing resistance and the development of tenslie straln.
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Figure 6. Relationship between K, and peak angle oi iriction tor normain consoiidated

granuiar sands (after Ladd et al, 1977).
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Figure 7. The variation of the peak piane straln angle oi irlctlon with reiative density and
stress level ln granuiar soil.
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Figure 8. Simple shear test results on sand showing the relation between stress ratio
and normalised specliic volume V,L (Siroud, 1981).
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Figure 9. Simple shear test results on dense sand (Stroud, 1971).
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Figure 11. Definitions of parameters for the analysis of shear loading.
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Figure 13. Maximum shear stress versus shear straln for compact granular soll sheared
from at rest conditions, modelled by a hyperbola (eqn. 14).
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Figure 14. Loading paths in reintorced soil walls.
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Figure 15. Retattve incrementat strain In elastlc and plastlc models tor soit.
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Figure 16. Range of uncertalnty for the reamon between shear stress and shear straln
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Figure 19. Gradual reduction in strength with time caused by the soil chemical and
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Figure 31. Logarithmlc Spiral and "full"two-par1 wedge mechanisms for "mit
equlllbrlum analysis.
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Figure 32. SImIIarlty ln zone 1 in steep relnforced slope analysis.
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Figure 36. Influence of practical relnforcement length and bond on the Ideal equlllbrlum.
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Figure 43. "Full" two-pan wedge mechanism used for the analysis of direci silding.
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Figure 44. Envisaged equilibrium In a vertical relnlorced soil wall.
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